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Optimization of Feeding Schedules for Coho Salmon in a Hatchery
Environment

Introduction

One of the keys to understanding any phenomenon is the ability to

express its key features quantitatively. For biological systems, it

is particularly important to model only the most relevant features

because the inherent complexity of even the simplest of these systems

makes comprehensive models impossible. For an engineering type model,

the number of features to be included must be even more restricted

than for models used for purely research purposes. Inclusion of too

many constants which need to be determined will make it difficult to

successfully calibrate the model in the field. If, on the other hand;

not enough features are included, the model will have little utility

for such applications as system optimization.

For hatchery culture of salmonids, one of the greatest

deficiencies has been the absence of a model which satisfactorily

quantifies the effect of feeding rate on growth rate. The one,

reasonably satisfactory model incorporating these effects has been

published only in thesis form (Stauffer, 1973) and hence is little

known. Furthermore, in the absence of widespread knowledge of this

model, which is for salmon growth in a hatchery environment, there has

been no attempt to optimize feeding schedules to minimize what results

in the greatest single operating expense in hatcheries: food

consumption.

In this thesis, a modified version of Stauffer's model for salmon

growth is presented for which the shape of the function describing the
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dependency of growth rate on feeding rate can be adjusted by

calibration to empirical data. The author believes the resultant model

is a good compromise between excessive and insufficient detail. An

optimization procedure is then developed for this model that

determines the feeding schedules and temperature regimes that will

minimize food consumption for a desired target weight at release day.

Feeding schedules have been developed for ISO and 500 day rearing

periods. Schedules depended on temperature, length of the rearing

period, and target weight. For the shorter rearing period,

optimization generally selected high feeding levels at the beginning

of the period while the longer period had low feeding levels at the

beginning. Optimal temperature regimes were also developed for each

of the two rearing period lengths. Regimes selected had high

temperatures at the beginning of the rearing period for the shorter

period and low initial temperatures for the longer period. All

optimizations attempted to have fish grow at their optimnm efficiency

towards the end of the rearing period when food consumption was

greatest while sacrificing efficiency at the beginning of the rearing

period when food consumption was least. Feeding schedules and

temperature regimes obtained were highly dependent on target weight

for the shorter rearing period, less dependent for the longer period.

No attempt was made to examine the possible effects these feeding

schedules and temperature regimes have on the size distribution or

disease susceptibility level of the fish. Tests to obtain this

information as well as prove that the theoretically predicted



improvements im efficiency actually occur must be performed before the

proposed schedules can be used with full confidence.
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I. A General Perspective: Salmon Lilt:cycle and Exploitation of Salmon
Fisheries

Hatcheries have a crucial role in the maintenance of adequate

stocks of salmon. Because hatcheries artificially provide the

environment that fish require to progress through the stages of life

that normally occur in nature, it behooves the engineer to have some

understanding of the fish's life cycle in its natural state. It is

also of interest to know the conditions that have led to the need for

fish hatcheries, and Thy the need will probably be greater in the

future.

Life Cycle

The life cycle of the salmon has been fairly well known since the

turn of the twentieth century when it was discovered, in 1904, by LW.

Johnston that a salmon's age can be determined by observation of the

fish's scales (Hutton,1924). Though mating habits and migration

patterns of salmon within the river phase of their existence were well

known, even in Hutton's time (at least for Atlantic salmon), only

recently have scientists begun to understand the oceanic phase of the

life cycle, Excellent reviews of the extent of our knowledge of the

life cycle can be found in Netboy, 1974 and 1980.

All species have three welldefined stages:

1) Juvenile stage in the river,

2) Feeding period in the ocean, and

3) Betz= to river, without feeding, to seek mates, spawn, and, in

the case of Pacific salmon, die.
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Lif a in River

Salmon begin life as small, pink eggs buried in gravel in a cold,

swift stream or lake. The eggs, which are deposited in nests called

'redds', hatch in late winter or spring to become translucent fishes

with black eyes and usually spotted backs. At birth, poll sacs are

still attached to their bellies. They remain in this condition, when

they are called 'alevins', in the gravel for a period of several weeks

until the yolk sacs are absorbed. The length of incubation of the

eggs and absorption of the yolk sac depend greatly on water

temperatures. Up to a maximum temperature, the higher the

temperature, the shorter the incubation period.

After absorption of the yolk sac, oneinch long 'fry' emerge

from the gravel to forage for food. During daylight hours they hide

at the bottom, at night they move about more freely to eat planktonic

crastacea such as copepods and claderans, insect larvae, and nymphs

clinging to rocks. When the fry reach a length of approximately two

inches, they are referred to as 'fingerlings' or 'parr' and have

distinctive coloring.

Salmon, from the family salmonidae, belong to the larger group of

teleost fishes. Salmonidae, preferring cold, oxygenrich waters,

occur naturally in the Northern Hemisphere though they have been

introduced successfully to the sonthern hemisphere in New Zealand

(Thorpe, 1980).

There are six species of Pacific salmon which belong to the genus

Oncorhynchus and one Atlantic species which belongs to the genus
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Salmo. The steelhead trout (Salm° gairdneri), also a member of this

family, is only found in Pacific streams. All are anadromons fishes

which are born in freshwater, spend their adult lives in the ocean,

and return to the lakes or rivers of their birth when ready to spawn.

The feature distinguishing the two genuses is the death of all Pacific

salmon after spawning while significant numbers of Atlantic salmon and

steelhead trout survive and return to sea.

The siz species of Pacific salmon are O.tshawytscha (chinook),

0.kisutch (coho), 0.nerka (sockeye), O.gorbuscha (pink), 0.keta

(chum), and O.masu (cherry). All species are found in asia while all

but one (O.masn) are found in North America. The Atlantic salmon,

S.salar, is the only species found in the Atlantic and it is not found

in the Pacific. Landlocked fish of both genuses exist, often at dwarf

size. Landlocked Pacific salmon live in lakes in Japan and western

Canada and the United States. Landlocked Atlantic salmon live

lakes of the eastern United States, Russia, Sweden, Norway, and some

European countries.

Highest growth rates occur in summer when temperatures are

highest and insect populations most abundant. Growth is more rapid in

warmer climates. The first year of life is quite dangerous for salmon

because, at such a small size, they have many predators including

larger salmon and other fish, snakes, birds and other animals.

Younger fingerlings consume mainly larvae of small aquatic insects,

older fingerlings feed on larger insect larvae such as mayflies and

stone lies as well as annelids and mollusks.
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Pink and chum juveniles go to'sea as fry. Juveniles of the other

species remain in freshwater for a year or two and perhaps as long as

four or even five years, depending on the species and climate.

Near the end of their stay in freshwater they reach a certain level of

maturity at which time they are known as molts. At this stage, which

entails physiological and morphological changes, they are ready to go

to sea. Transformation to a smolt begins a month or so before actual

migration and ends from one to ten days after entry into seawater.

Migrations begin in April and May. The fish generally travel at night

in schools of varying sizes. Mortalities can be heavy, especially if

dams and other manmade structures are to be negotiated. Revolving

turbines in power stations and nitrogen gases entrained in spillways

are particularly dangerous.

Oceanic Phase

During the period of transition from a freshwater to a saltwater

existence, the fish are particularly vulnerable to any additional

stress such as high temperature, low oxygen levels, etc. because the

transition phase itself is very stressful. Once the initial

difficulties are met the fish eat voraciously and grow quickly due in

no small part to higher oceanic temperatures.

Little was known about the oceanic phase of the life cycle for

either Atlantic or Pacific salmon until deep sea fishing by Dane's (for

Atlantic salmon) and the Japanese (for Pacific salmon) began to

deplete stocks and spurred research into the problem.

J.JA amw.umearra .auvaaserw....+ sway w P

pteropods, and squid. Salmon predators include pollock, tuna,

swordfish, and seals.

11111211.9. salmon,

It is now known that Atlantic salmon from North America and some

from Europe move to communal feeding grounds off the coast of

Greenland. Evidence from tagged fish showed that in this area all

fish recovered had spent at least one winter in the ocean, thus their

first winter must be spent elsewhere. Atlantic salmon wander over

large distances of the ocean, tagged fish being found as far as 3,300

miles from their saltwater starting point.
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North American salmon generally linger in bays or estuaries for a

short time. Most then follow major northernly inshore currents along

the coast. Generally they move in a counterclockwise direction up the

coast and back out into the ocean and up the coast again until they

are ready to return to their rivers (Royce et al, 1968). Asian salmon

tend to move in a similiar but clockwise direction until they are

ready to return.

At the beginning of their travels in the ocean, salmon feed on

zooplanktou. As they develop strong jaws and sharp teeth, they eat

crustaceans such as shrimp as well as anchovies and herrings. Typical

food found in salmon stomachs are euphausiids, shrimp, copepods,

pteropods, and squid. Salmon predators include Pollock, tuna,

swordfish, and seals.

Atlantic salmon

It is now known that Atlantic salmon from North America and some

from Europe move to communal feeding grounds off the coast of

Greenland. Evidence from tagged fish showed that in this area all

fish recovered had spent at least one winter in the ocean, thus their

first winter must be spent elsewhere. Atlantic salmon wander over

large distances of the ocean, tagged fish being found as far as 3,300

miles from their saltwater starting point.
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Guidance Mechanisms

One of the great questions about salmon migrations has been the

method of navigation. There are two fundamental problems:

1) How do the fish find their way while in the ocean, and

2) How do they find their river of origin and eventually their

place of birth?

In the first case navigation need not be very accurate, in the second,

navigation must be very accurate. The methods are probably different.

At present, though theories have been postulated, the method of

navigation in the ocean phase is unknown, whether it be in relation to

celestial clues (Hasler, 1966), the earth's gravitational field (Royce

et al, 1968), or the currents, It is likely, however, that in finding

their rivers of origin and navigating is them, ca olfactory factor or

factors must be involved (Scholtz, et a1,1976).

Return to Spawning Grounds.

Different species and races of species return to freshwater at

different times of the year, each with great regularity. Once

returned to freshwater, the fish attempt to return to their river or

lake of origin. Once in freshwater, they no longer eat, but subsist

on fat stored up while in the ocean. On the journey upriver they will

attempt to surmount any obstruction that impedes their progress. If

unable to pass, they will die.

The length of time a fish requires to reach its spawning ground

depends on the distance it must travel. Those races which spawn near

saltwater, such as races of pink and chum, are usually sexually mature
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entering the river, while those ascending long distances, like chinook

races, mature en route.

Fish reaching the estuary may remain for a time adjusting from

the saline to the freshwater environment. Though at sea the different

species may look superficially alike, with sexual maturity, colorings

become distinctive.

Entry into the river occurs after a heavy rain to take advantage

of the proper flow of water, temperature, and oxygen content. Ea

route, salmon can make running jumps of 10-12 feet if water flow or

depth is adequate. Oxygen levels must not drop too low or the fish

will be asphyxiated. If water is too warm, they will become diseased.

Excessive nitrogen gas, such as near dams, may cause a gas bubble

disease similiar to the bends and cause death or weakness.

In estuaries and coastal waters, salmon move day and night. In

rivers, migration occurs in the day. The journey upstream may be as

long as 1500 miles accomplished at a rate of about 50 miles per day.

Rates may be as high as 90 miles per day for some species during parts

of their journeys.

Reproduction and Death

After arrival at the spawning grounds, the fish pair off. The

female builds a nest, or 'redd', in the gravel bed of the stream by

scooping out gravel, stones, and silt with her tail while the male

drives off intruding m 103. The redd, when finished, has a saucer

like shape many inches deep and about twice the length of the fish.
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After a courtship ritual, the male approaches the female who assumes a

rigid position over the center of the nest and moves his body against

hers. The bright pink eggs and clouds of milt are deposited

simultaneously to accomplish fertilization. A few moments later the

female moves slightly upstream and digs some more so that the current

will move the disturbed material over the recently deposited eggs.

The eggs will be covered with two or more inches of gravel or sand,

but must be accessible to oxygen. The female continues nest building

with one or more mates until all of her eggs are deposited, a process

which may take from a day to a week. The typical salmon produces 2000

to 5000 eggs, generally in proportion to its weight. After spawning,

both male and female Pacific salmon die within a few days while

steelhead and Atlantic salmon may survive. These latter fish, after

resting several months during which time they lie inertly in shallow

water not feeding, return to the ocean.

Ezploitstioa of Fisheries: The Need for Hatcheries

As stated above, anadromous Salmon may travel great distances

during their life cycle. They may swim as many as 1500 miles from

their place of birth upriver to reach the ocean, then swim 10,000 or

more miles in the ocean, and return to their birthplace to spawn

(Royce et al, 1963). They have been found in the ocean as far as

3300 miles from their entrance to the sea. While migrating in the

river, they may pass through several countries, not all of which have

governments concerned about preservation of salmon. On the high seas,

in international waters, they may be subjected to intense fishing
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pressures from citizens of several countries. Since instinct requires

these fish to return ultimately to their place of birth, the fish will

exhaust themselves to death if not able to cross man- imposed barriers

such as dams. An oxygen requirement of 5 mg/1 makes them especially

vulnerable to pollution from urban and industrial sources. If

anywhere along their path of migration the environment is not

satisfactory , the whole run of fish may be lost.

Salmon flesh is considered a delicacy. Furthermore, salmon can

be easily caught because their paths of migration are very predictable

and because their populations are concentrated while returning from

the sea to the rivers. Hence rivers located in areas where human

population developed early hive had their salmon populations

decimated. Exploitation has followed the principle that in the

presence of plentiful resources, profit can be maximized by extracting

the resource as quickly as possible, irrespective of the longrange

consequences.

The history and current state of exploitation of salmon resources

throughout the world has been thoroughly detailed in Netboy, 1974 and

1980, and Thorpe, 1980. Atlantic salmon are currently in danger of

extinction, natural runs coming almost completely from Canada and

Scandanavia. Native runs have been almost completely eliminated from

rivers in the United States and the rest of Europe. High seas fishing

by Denmark off the coast of Greenland has threatened stocks of fish

emanating from the few remaining unpopulated and unexploited regions.

Natural runs of Pacific salmon have been almost completely
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destroyed in Japan and California and are gradually fading in Oregon

and Washington, especially with the damming of the Columbia. Canada,

Alaska, and Russia still produce strong natural runs, but the high

seas fishing of Japan threatens these stocks. High seas fishing is

especially threatening because the country that produces the fish can

do little to manage the populations.

Because of the vulnerability of salmon to pollution and

overexploitation, fish hatcheries have been taking over the burden of

producing Pacific salmon to the smolt stage in Oregon, Washington and

Japan, and Atlantic salmon smolts in Scandanavia. (The smolt stage is

the level of maturity at which salmon begin the trip to sea.) Tap=

is working especially hard at increasing production. Though most

hatcheries grow fish to the smolt stage and release them to the river,

it has been found that the river phase, where the fish are vulnerable

to pollution and manimposed physical barriers, can be completely

eliminated. Smolt; grown in fish hatcheries, after adjustment to

saltwater, can be released directly into the sea. After their ocean

stage, they return, lirectly to the release site rather than back to

the river as they would when returning to the usual hatchery.

In the future, if urban and industrial development continue at

the present rate, hatcheries may be the only way to produce salmon

smolts, provided high seas fishing can be controlled. Exploitation

will have to follow the principle that, in times of scarcity, profit

will be maximized if a resource is extracted most efficiently and in

such a way that it is renewable. In the words of I. Arthur Entton,
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(autton,1924), '....,'we west not kill the goose that lays the golden

eggs.'

Natheastical Modeling of the Life Cycle

To extract the salmon resource most efficiently and without

danger of extinction, mathematical models of the life cycle can be

beneficial. For modeling purposes, the salmon life cycle can be

broken into two divisions,

1) The presmolt, river stage (when hatchery reared, the phase

the fish usually spend in the hatchery), and

2) The postsmolt, mostly ocean stage (the phase rarely spent in

captivity).

In the first stage, since the fish are in a relatively controlled

environment, deterministic models can aid prediction of growth rate,

food consumption, oxygen utilization, ammonia production, water

requirements, treatment requirements, etc. Knowledge of these

parameters can assist a hatchery manager in scheduling his

operations. Including probabilistic considerations can improve the

usefulness of the model by quantifying natural variations in the

physical characteristics of the fish and ambient temperatures, but a

deterministic model can still be of benifit and can form the basis of

later probabilistic models.

In the second stage, because man has little control over the

oceans, at least from the point of view of enhancing their environment

for salmon, and because of the seemingly infinite number of poorly

understood variables present, a deterministic model has almost no
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chance of success. As described in previous sections, it is not even

known precisely where the fish go during their migrations, and there

are only unproven theories about how the fish return from wherever it

is that they go. With such a state of affairs, at least at present,

only probabilistic models have any hope of providing useful

information. The kind of information of greatest use for this phase

is the release weight and date of hatchery reared fish which will

maximize the expected overall profit.

Ideally, a general model of the fishery would couple a release

recapture model with a hatchery model. Indeed, the modal HATCH

(Johnson, 1974) attempts to do this. BATCH, in essence, determines

the number and kinds of fish to be released so that profits of the

fishery are maximized given release recapture data and hatchery growth

schedules. The model presented in this dissertation has a different

focus. It assumes release date and numbers are known, (perhaps from

HATCH) for a particular kind of fish and seeks to schedule hatchery

feeding rates and temperature so that the major cost of most hatchery

operations, food consumption, is minimized. No attempt has been made

to incorporate probabilistic considerations once the release date is

set.

It is felt that the model presented here could thus be combined

with a releaserecapture model, which predicts optimal release date

and weight and numbers released, and a comprehensive hatchery

simulation model which simulates in detail the operation of a fish

hatchery, including in addition to feeding rate and temperature, for
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example, ammonia production, carbonates produced, heating needs,

separation of batches, economic considerations, etc. Such a

combination of models was being developed at Oregon State University

at the time of this writing.
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II. A Xithowatical Model of Fish Growth

When modeling fish growth, it is most important to consider the

effects of ration quantity and water temperature on growth rates at

fish weights normally encountered. Ration usually is controlled by

the operator, and partial temperature control is becoming more =BM=

in hatcheries. Unfortunately ration effects are difficult to model

because they cannot be. described by a simple function having

parameters that can be deduced by linear regression-

A similiar problem occurs in modeling microbial growth rates. In

this case the Monad equation is used to adjust for quantity of ration.,

The Monod equation (Metcalf and Eddy, 1979) is

where

S

Is 4* S

A = specific growth rate, time-1

gm 'a maximum specific growth rate, time-1

S = concentration of growth limiting substrate in

solution, mass/unit volume

Ks = half-velocity constant, ie. substrate concentration at

one-half the maximum growth rate, mass /unit volume.

The Monod equation is not appropriate for fish because fish attain a

maximum growth rate at relatively low ration allotments while, as the

Monod equation correctly predicts, microbes approach a maximum rate

with very large allotments. To the author's knowledge, the only

modeler who has accounted for the dependence of fish growth on feeding
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rate for the full range of rates between maintenance and maximum

feeding has been Stauffer (1973) whose work has been available only in

thesis form. Other attempts have been made to account for ration

effects by energy balance analysis and by purely empirical methodsv

but only a restricted range of growth has been modeled. Stauffer's

model, which includes effects of temperature as well as ration quanti

ty, was calibrated with good correlation for salmon. However, Stauf

fer's model suffers from the inflexibility of its mathematical for

Once maximum and maintenance feeding requirements are determined by

curve fitting procedures, the dependence on ration quantity has a

fixed sinusoidal shape. Because the shape of the sine wave is set

for a given. amplitude and frequency (which setting maximum and

maintenance ration implies), the function cannot be improved by fit to

data for intermediate feeding rates by any curve fitting method.

The objectives of the following work are 10to model the fall

range of salmon growth as a function of both temperature and ration,

analogous to the Monod model of microbial growth, and b) to make the

equation form sufficiently flexible that it can be adapted for other

species of fish and perhaps other animals as well.

The model is not derived in the same way as Stauffer's. Stauffer

assumed the general form of the model, then determined the

coefficients empirically. In this work a simplified energy balance

approach is combined with previous empirical models to deduce what the

general form should be. That form is then calibrated to data

originally used for developing the Oregon State Feeding Chart for coho
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Theoretical Beekxonnd
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Two distinct approaches to modeling fish growth have been taken:

theoretical models based on bioenergetics, and empirical models. The

former is exemplified by the extensive work of Paloheimo and Dickie

(1965, I966a, 1966b), the latter typified by work of Haske11(1959),

Speece (1973), Liao (1971), and von Bertalauffy (1938,1957).

Though often unstated, a basic assumption of much of the empiri

cal work is represented by the Parker and Larkin (1959) growth equa

tion

W

where W = dW
dt

which, when integrated, yields

w(1b) = (1b)k(tto) Wo(1b)

where W = fish weight,

Wo = initial fish weight,
t = time,

to = time at Wo, and
k,b = empirically determined constants.

(1)

(1a)

Equation (1) is implicit in much of the empirical work because

the assumption is usually made that time rate of change of fish length

is constant, ie.

dL = constant, (2)
dt

where L is fish length. It can be shown using calculus that (2) is

equivalent to (1) if b is chosen to be 2/3 and L is proportional to

W1/3. The equations derived from eqnation (2), though often corrected
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for temperature, usually assume some poorly specified 'optimnte

feeding level or an ad libitsa food supply. The model thus has no

link between food supply and growth rate.

In contrast, bioenergetics researchers base their work on an

expansion of the equation of Winberg (1956) and others

W = Q E. (3)

This equation, which is a restatement of the first law of

thermodynamics, states that the growth rate I, expressed as equivalent

energy per unit time, equals the rate of energy derived from food, Q,

minus the total rate of energy used for metabolism. E. Researchers in

this field usually expand E into component parts and rearrange the

resultant equation to fit their needs. Paloheimo and Dickie (1965,

1966a,b), Kerr (1971a,b), Warren and Davis (1967), and Beamish et

al.(1975) have reviewed the bioenergetics literature extensively and

have used forms of (3) for their own work.

Practical applications of (3) are difficult because the &mount of

food eaten by fish is physically limited and the amount of energy

extracted from this food is not directly proportional to the amount of

food presented. Also, equations derived from (3) often are very

complex because there are many components of E and the expression for

each component includes constants that are difficult to define.

Stauffer (1973) proposed a model based on the judicious as

sumption that the growth rate function can be decomposed into a

product of three functions
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W = W(R,W,T) = f1(R,W,T)f2(T)13(W)

where represents ration (ie. food consumption per unit weight), W

weight, and T temperature. His model does not have the limitations of

earlier empirical models with respect to ration and is relatively easy

to use and calibrate.

This thesis presents arguments in support of this product form,

drawing from bioenergetics and empirical models. The principal

contribution of this work. however, is in the derivation of a more

flexible f1 term than Stauffer's for the above general equation.

Development of the Xod 1

The model is developed in three stages:

1. Combination of bioenergetic with empirical equations to clamour-

strata the logic of a product form involving ration and weight,

2. Modification of the resultant form to improve fit to observed

growth, and

3. Determination of maximum useful rations and maintenance rations

as functions of weight, temperatare and the dependence of maximum

growth rate on temperature.

Combination of Bioenergetic with Empirical Equations

The right hand side of (3) is first rewritten in terms of net

energy efficiency to give

which implies

E ef(F Fmaint)

W = e F )
f - maint

(4)

(5)
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where F is the food uptake rate and Fmaint is food uptake rate

required to keep a fish of particular weight and temperature at zero

growth rate. Both are henceforth expressed in units of wet weight per

unit time as is W. of is a net food utilization efficiency factor

which depends on temperature, food uptake rate, and weight. (Note

efFnaint is not proportional to the E of (3); B is related to total

metabolism, *fir/taint is only a part of the total.) of is the

efficiency that food above a maintenance feeding requirement is

converted to growth.

Experience by Haskell (1959) and others has demonstrated the

appropriateness of (1), at least with b equal to 213, for describing

maximum growth rate, thus

=Wmax kWh, (6)

provided W is in the range encountered in culture facilities.

Though ration is sometimes used in the literature as equivalent

to the F of this paper, to be consistent. with Stauffer's notation, it

is defined here as R = Fq, where R is ration expressed as a ratio of
w

dry weights per unit time and
1 MCfood

q =
1

MCfishish

MCfood is the food moisture content and MCfish is fish moisture

content. Thus ration is weightscaled daily food oonannytion.

Rewriting (5) in terms of ration gives



W efI(R Rmaint)

Evaluating (7) at maximum ration, Rmaz, gives

max = efl(Rmax Rmaint)
q

(7)

(8)
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is defined here as the minium ration that will. achieve theRmax

maximum growth. rate.

Equating (6) with (8) and solving for ef gives

ilkW13-1

ef =

(Rmaz Rmaint)

which when snbstitnted back into (7) gives the equation

W = kab

(9)

where W = Wmaz for R Rmaz

RM
=

aintwith

Rmax Rmaint

Thus a relationship has been derived which is consistent with both the

theoretical work of bioenergetics researchers and observations of

empiricists.

Improvement of Ration Adjustment Function

Equation (10) f its boundary points imposed by nature. For R =

Rmatnt , growth rate is zero , at R = &max, growth rate is a maximum.

Though (10) is an appealingly simple modification of energy equation

(5) with a variable net efficiency factor defined by (9), in reality,

as Brett et al. (1969) have shown, net efficiency, ef, gradually

decreases with increasing ration until growth rate reaches a maximum
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for a given weight and temperature, a circumstance which suggests the

application of the Monad equation. If an increase in growth rate did

occur for any increase in ration, limited at an asymptote as ration

approaches infinity as in microbial kinetics, the Monod equation would

be appropriate. However, the increase in growth rate stops at a

finite ration, hence the Monod equation does not provide a good fit.

Figure (1) compares a normalized growth rate as a function of ration

as observed by Brett at al.(1969), with curves predicted by adjustment

equation (10) and by the Monad equation. Growth rate is normalized to

maximum growth rate.

The fact that (10) approximates the physical system suggests

that if the (a lizaint)/(amaz Rtiaint) term is replaced by some

more general function of R, let us call it f1, at any particular ama

and Rzaiat, then the fit of the model may be improved. To be

consistent with nature the function must satisfy the following

conditions:

1)tl(Rmaint) = 0
2)fl(Rmax, = 1, and
3)1(ax) = 0.

dR

Note that fl(a) will be equivalent to growth rate normalized to

maxim= growth rate.

Stauffer proposed the following function which satisfies these

conditions for co/to salmon

Unfortunately , given

c < 1.0

f1(R)
1.0 , c ) 1.0 .

an amax and amaint, this function cannot be made

to fit intermediate points. Furthermore, because the sine function
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Figure 1 : Normalized growth rate ft as a function of ration R. f1
is determined from empirical studies &y Brett et al (1969), equation
(10), and the Monod equation..

Ration
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describes oscillatory behavior, the fact that it does give a good fit

seems coincidental and it may not be appropriate for fish other than

salmon.

As an alternative to Stauffer's formulation, a family of carves,

that satisfies the necessary boundary conditions and can be fitted to

intermediate points, can be derived using the fact that for the

function

df = p(a
dB

df decreases as R increases, given parameter a with p and d being
da
positive constants.

Condition 3) applied to (11) gives

At/ = 0 = p(a Rmax)d,

which Implies that a = Rmax, thus

Al
= 2(Rmax R)41. (12)

Performing the following integration forces condition 1) to hold:

f

fdFl

R

P (Rmax r)ddr
.1.

Rmaint

where F1 and r are dummy variables of integration. Integration re

=Its in

fl(R)
4+1
2 f (2max R)d+1

(Rmax Rmaint)d+1) (13)

Evaluating (13) with condition 2) leads to the final form which is

independent of p



fl(R) 1 "Rmax R)/(2max Rmaint))d+1

and necessarily satisfies all three conditions for values of d > 0.

Using (14), and dividing by W to give specific growth rate,

results in
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(14)

{1 [(Klux R)/(Rmaz Rmaint)1
d+1)kwb-1, R < Rmax

(15)
W =

kWb-1, R Z Rmaz

Incidentally, (15) will degenerate to (10) if d = 0, though condition

3) no longer holds.

This equation can be calibrated to data more easily than the more

complicated energybased models that include a larger number of

components of energy use.

Equation (15) can be broken into an equation set by defining a

parameter

C
2 %a/at

RMAX amaint

c can be viewed as a feeding level imposed on the fish or a parameter

(16)

which is calculated if a weight schedule is imposed. Substituting the

expression R = Fq into equation (16) and solving for F gives

F (1/(1)(cWRIaz (1c)wRmaiat).

Substituting (16) into (15) gives

for 0 < c 1.0.

(17)

(18)
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gmax(11,7)' amaint(Wil), and k(T) for Salmonids

Up to this point k has been treated as a constant, though in fact

it is known to be closely related to temperature. To be of general

use, this relationship must be accounted for in the model.

Furthermore if equations (17) and (18) are to be solved, the

dependencies of Im4x, and ;mint on weight and temperature must also

be known. These quantities are derived from Stauffer's work for the

present analysis.

To determine k(T) it is convenient to let

k(T) = (k(T) /k(10))k(10)

where k(10) is the growth rate constant at 10°C. Letting

f2 (r) = k(T)/k(10),

Stauffer approximated f2(T), where

(see figure (2)), where

al = 0.12437
a3 = 0.0011476

T is in °C, by

4

f ()2 T a. i

i=1

= 0.0098084
a4 = 0.000040778

and k(10) is assumed to be 0.0304 provided b of (15) equals 2/3.

This expression adequately fits data Stauffer obtained, so these

numbers have been accepted as good initial estimates of the constants.

Stauffer proposed the Kmax expression

Rmaz m F(T)f3(I)

f3(w) = g7W 38,
where

and g7 = 0.171 g8 = 0.33.33.
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Figure 2 : A curve of f2(T) that relates temperature to imaxiiiima
specific growth rate for the viable temperature range. Coefficients of
the function were obtained by Stauffer.

5 10 15 20 '25

TEMPERATURE-t
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87 is chosen so that Rmax = f3(W) at 10°C, ie. F(10) = 1.00. Stauffer

gives

F(T) = gs + g61n(T+18.0) ,

with I measured in Centigrade units, where

85 = 7.416 g6 2.525.

Table I presents computed values of F(T) and f2(T). From this

table, it is concluded that the two functions are essentially equal

for values less than 15°C, the maximum temperature encountered in the

data. Assuming VT) equal to f2(T) will reduce computer time per run

and simplify computation of food conversion efficiency as will be

shown. Thus

Rmax = f2(T)g7W$8. (19)

In fact, as Elliot(1976) has shown for Brown trout (Salm°. trutta),

the growth maximizing ration continues to increase after the

growth maximizing temperature has been exceeded, and decreases

precipitously only when lethal temperatures are approached. Thus

fl(T) cannot be assumed to equal F(T) above the growth maximizing

temperature.

For convenience, a new variable, Gmak, will be defined by setting

R = Rmax in (18). Thus

Grnax = Pax = kwb-1 = f2(T)k(10)wb-1. (20)

Gmas is sometimes called maximum relative growth rate. Since Stauffer

gives 38 = (19) and (20) can be combined so that

Rmax = (s71k(10))Gmax,

where, using Stauffer's constants,
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Table I: F(T) f2 (T) ;taint (T) as a function of T.

T( °C) f2 (T) F (T) fmaint(T)

4.5 0.45 0.45 0.53
5.0 0.49 0.50 0.56
6.0 0.59 0.61 0.63
7.0 0.69 0.71 0.71
8.0 0.79 0.81 0.79
9.0 0.89 0.91 0.89

10.0 1.00 1.00 1.00
11.0 1.11 1.09 1.12
12.0 1.22. 1.17 1.26
13.0 1.32 1.25 1.41
15.0 1.47 1.41 1.78



Thus

where

with

89 = k(10)/g7 = 0.1778.

GMAX kWb-1 m g9Rmaz'

Stauffer chose the following form for Rmsiut

Rmaimx = (102(TTs))(89Wg4)

Ts = 10 °C

g2 = 0.0504
83 = 0.0236
g4 = 0.200

(21)

(22)
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maint(T) m 1°2(TT3),

fmaint' which is tabulated in Table I, is clearly different from F(T)

and f2(T).

The above equations have been converted from Stauffer's

Fahrenheit units to Centigrade units. This reduces the number of

constants in f2(T) from five to four. Because f2 goes to 0.0 at T =

0.0°C, the first constant (which would correspond to a0) is zero.

Certainly the assumption that R2sx is a constant times Gmax

reduces the generality of the model. Such an assumption need not be

made, especially if data are available for calibration above 15 °C

where the ratio Gmax/Itmax is no longer constant, since Gmax decreases

while Rmaz increases until lethal temperatures are reached.

Equation (22) is similar to the van' t HoffArrhenius

equation (Metcalf and Eddy (1979), p.145) used to scale microbial

reaction rates for temperature. As with fish, a simple exponential

form does not adequately describe microbial behavior near lethally

high temperatures. In any case, k in (15) is a function of tem

perature which behaves correctly near the lethal limit, that is,

goes to zero and hence growth rate goes to zero.



Summary and Solution of Model Equations

Combining equations (21) and (18) and solving for W gives

W = (1 (1od+1}g9wRmax. 0 c < 1.0

which along with equation (17)

F = (1/q)(cWRmax (1c)amainti
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( 23 )

( 17 )

can be solved as a differential equation set over the desired limits

for weight W and food requirement F provided feeding level c is given.

c is a nondimensional indicator of feeding level that equals 0 at

Rmaiat and 1 at RMAX'

For these eauations

MCfood and MCfish

MAX = f2(T)g Wb-1,

4

f2(T) = aiTi

Rmaint = (101/2(TTs))(

1 MCfood
q

1 "' Wfish

(19a)

W-84) , and (22)

were experimentally determined by Leith to be .32

and .75 respectively.

The constants that were used for subsequent analyses were

al = 0.12437 Ts = 10.0
a2 = 0.0098084 g2 = 0.0504
a3 = 0.0011476 g3 = 0.0227

114 = 0.000040778 g4 = 0.180
b = 2/3 37 = 0.171
d = 0.6306 g9 = 0.1778.

The constants d, 33, and 34 were determined by calibration methods

described later in this paper. The remaining constants were
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determined in earlier research by Stauffer.

Having obtained these formulas for 2max and Rmaint, one

interesting result can immediately be seen. Rewriting (17) gives

Fi Fmaint a c (Rmax/Rmaint) (1 °).

Since, for & given temperature, R

(17 a)

the ratio ofmax/Rmaint W 0453,

feeding rate to maintenance feeding rate decreases as weight

increases, provided the nondimensional feeding level c is held

constant and is greater than 0. Hence the proportion of food being

used for maintenance purposes increases as weight increases.

A major benefit of setting F(T) equal to f2(T) is that a formula

for food conversion efficiency can be easily obtained by dividing (17)

by (23) to give

F 1 CC 4 (1c)(Rmaiat/Rm
az)}= (24)

W qg9 (1 (1-1)d+11

For the constants used, this equation has a minimum at 9.40°C for all

weights and feeding levels and reaches a constant at c = 1.0. If

temperature is held constant, the ratio Rmaiat/Rmax W0153, Thus ,

at a constant nondimensional feeding level c, the food conversion rate

will increase as weight increases. Thus the conversion efficiency

will decrease as weight increases.

If c, T, and q are held constant, closed form solutions for W and

F can be obtained. Integration of (23) and (17) over the limits W0 to

W and t0 to t for b = 2/3 yields

cw01/3 (t to)u/313 (25)
for



and

where

a 2, (1 (1-O)C14.1407f2(T)

1

---(cg7f2(T)(WfW0) (1c)s3fmaint(I)(W 2 2)1 (26)

4u z

z 30 4 g

3
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Wf is the weight at the end of the rearing period calcnlated by (25).

For nonconstant values of the parameters, a numerical method will

be needed in most cases to solve for F and W. For subsequent work

reported here a second order numerical method was used.

It is especially important to note the units used for variables

in the above equations. T is in degrees Centigrade, W is in grams on

a vet weight basis, It is measured as the ratio of dry weight of food

to dry weight of fish per day where dry weights need only be measured

in the same units, and F is vet weight of the food is grams.

Calibration of the Model

Data used to calibrate the model represented by equations (17)

and (23) were obtained from David Leith, formerly of the Oregon

Department of Fish and Wildlife. Details of the experiment are

presented in Appendix A. Because there is no simple transformation of

the model to a linear form, it was not possible to calibrate the

model to these data by linear regression. A more general optimization

technique was therefore used to minimize the sum of squared

differences between predicted and observed growth rates. Thus with

G W, the objective was to minimize the function
W
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Gpk Gak )2

where the subscript p indicates values predicted from the model and
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subscript a represents values obtained from the experimental data for

the kth data point.

An approximation to Ga was obtained by using

G
a (Wf Wi)/((Wf + Wi)(tf ti)/2)

where the subscript i refers to the beginning and f the end of each

experimental run of eight days.

Powell's method (Powell (1964)), a variation of the conjugate

directions method, was used to minimize S.

Results were obtained with a series of computer runs. Because of

the limitations of the microcomputer used, optimization was done with

only two or three coefficients at a time. Bence for each run,

convergence was sought using the constant of greatest interest (d) and

one other constant, using the sum of squared differences and R2 as

goodness of fit criteria. No attempt was made to improve constants

associated with temperature dependencies.

Results cad Diacussion

Calibration

The constants associated with maximum ration and maximum growth,

g1, 39, and b were found to be predicted very accurately by Stauffer's

values and none were changed. Stauffer's values of g3 and 4'

associated with maintenance ration, were fitted most poorly. An

attempt to optimize simultaneously g3, g4, and d to obtain a
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reasonable result. Data in the region of maintenance ration were

inadequate to justify changing 33 significantly from the value assumed

by Stauffer. Holding 33 at Stauffer's original value and converging

upon d and g4 gave 34 equal to 0.18, the final value chosen. Using

this value of 34, new values of gg and d were converged upon.

Table II compares goodness of fit of the model obtained by

optimizing on d alone, using values of all other constants from

Stauffer, with the optimization on g3, 34'
and d.

Comparison with Stauffer's Ration Adjustment

The resulting growth model differs with Stauffer's in the equa-

tion for f
1(R) equivalent to (14) . As noted earlier, his version can

be written

fl(R) s SiTIC( n /2 )( R Rmaint )/( Rmaz Rmaint )1'

Since both fl(R)s and f1(R) are estimates of normalized, or relative

growth rate, ie. growth rate/maximum growth rate (the maximum at each

weight and temperature), they can both be compared with the actual

relative growth rate

W/71

fl(R)* =

where k(T)10-1 = g9Rataz and 71/71 is estimated by Ga (from (21). Thus

the value of fi(R)a is obtained from Leith's experimental data.

f/(R), fl(R)s, and fl(R)a are plotted against scaled ration, (R -

Rmaint) /(Rmaz Rmaiut),on figure (3). All constants for predicting

Rmax and Rmaz t and g9 were the best obtained from calibration.u
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Table II: Comparison of optiaization on d using all other constants
from Stauffer with an ogutissization on g3, g4, and d.

33 34 d Sum of Squares

With Stauffer's
constants

With improved
33 and 34

0.0236

0.0227

0.200

0.180

0.6488

0.6306

0.2006 X 10-2

0.1996 X 10-2

0.822

0.823
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Figure 3 : A plot of the scaled growth tarns fi(c), fi(u)s, and fl(c)a
as a function of the scaled ration c = (I:- Knax)/(Rustx-
fi(c) is given by the solid line and fi(c)s by the dotted line.
Values of f1( 0 a are indicated by points with the shape of the marker
distinguishing the weight range. Data points are obtained by Leith
(see Appendix A).
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Because data were taken for three fish size categories, 2-4 g., 9-14

g., and 20-30 g., plotted points are distinguished on the graph.

Table III presents goodness of fit results for fit of the

functions fl(R) and fl(R)s to fl(R)a for all data points and for

individual weight categories. For the proposed adjustment, best fit

occurred for the intermediate category, the worst for the uppermost

category. The model fits the data marginally better than Stauffer's

function in all but the intermediate weight range, which had the

smallest sample size. Because of the nature of least squares

optimization, it can be expected that a function form, such as

Stauffer's, not arrived at by optimization may fit a small segment of

a large data set more accurately.

R2 values given here are for comparative purposes. They

represent the correlations of f1(R) and f/(R)s to the actual relative

growth rates fl(R)1 and hence compare the goodness of fit of the two

models. Because 1/7 is divided by g9Rmax for scaling, the magnitude

of the errors is increased. Thus R2 values are much lower than the

0.84+ figures obtained for the optimizatimi.

Summary tad Conclusions

A growth model for salmonids has been derived that combines an

empirical model with a simplified energy model. Its key feature is

the inclusion of ration as an independent variable that adjusts growth

rate.

The ration adjustment, though analogous to the Monod equation for
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Table III: A comparison of goodness of fit of proposed model ration
adjustment fi(R) and Stauffers ration adjustment fi(li)s to actual
relative growth fons for a variety of weight ranges

Weight range Number of
(g. wet wt.) points

Proposed Stauffer's
adjustment adjustment

R2 R2

20-30 100 0.4674 0.4580

2-4 72 0.6606 0.6572

9-14 36 0.8329 0.8358

2-30 208 0.5333 0.5278
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microbial growth, contrasts fundamentally with it. Microbes can alter

their chemical reaction rates drastically in response to changes in

food supply, and by so doing, alter their growth rates. Fish can

increase their growth rates and metabolic rates to a more limited

extent. Thus, when ration level is increased, microbes approach

maximum growth rate nearly assymtotically, whereas fish reach

metabolic limits at clearly finite feeding levels.

A simplified energy equation was obtained by setting growth rate

equal to a net efficiency factor times the difference between actual

ration provided and ration necessary for maintaining constant weight.

Using a net efficiency factor eliminates the need to determine the

energy components, provided a satisfactory expression for the

efficiency factor can be found. The efficiency factor was assumed

to vary with the size of fish and ration. A preliminary relationship

predicting its value was obtained by comparing the energy equation,

equation (10), with the maximum growth rate equation which was derived

empirically. Substituting the expression for the efficiency factor

into the simplified energy equation resulted in a single differential

equation which had the desired independent variables. This

relationship was inadequate because the change in normalized growth

rate with respect to ration was linear whereas observed data indicate

the slope may decrease gradually until it becomes zero at maximum

ration.

Based on experimental observation of the slope of the growth

rate-ration relationship, a modification of the above product form was
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developed. The modified relationship predicts maximum growth rate at

a finite ration, unlike the Monod form which approaches maximum growth

rate asymtotically.

The final model obtained is similiar to Stauffer's model (1973)

but differs in philosophy of derivation and generality of its ration

form. The proposed ration adjustment functional form can be modified

as appropriate by adjusting the constant d of equation (23) by curve

fitting methods, whereas Stauffer's function is inflexible. An example

calibration of the model was performed using previously unpublished

data obtained in 1963 by David Leith. Powell's variation of the

conjugate directions method was used to determine the constants, using

a least squares criterion for goodness of fit.

The experimental method for determining fish growth as a function

of feeding rate and temperature suffered from several limitations.

Only a small number of fish were used and experiments were of short

duration (see Appendix A). Newer ration formulations provide more

efficient growth. Growth took place in an environment of restricted

size, which may have had 'psychological' effects on the fish,

especially at higher rations. Feedings were restricted to two times

per day. More frequent feeding might have increased maximum growth

rate. In general, lower and upper ends of the growth range were least

adequately investigated, especially the range between optimum and

mortality temperatures that may be encountered during summer

operations of fish hatcheries.

Because of these limitations, model applicability at the limits
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of growth rate is least certain. With further data, the model could

be easily modified to fit these regions satisfactorily.

In the final analysis, the proposed ration adjustment did not

significantly improve upon Stauffer's model from the point of view of

statistical fit to the data. Its major advantage is its

theoretical foundation, which reconciles differing approaches used in

the past, and its greater generality. It is possible that with only

minor alterations the model can be adapted to describe the growth of

other animals whose body temperatures respond similiarly to external

temperatures.
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In. Optimization of Feedias Regimes in Salmon Hatcheries

Cost of food is the usually the major single operating expense

for fish hatcheries. The quantity of feed determines other

significant operating costs such as pumping water to provide oxygen,

labor costs, etc. and influences the quantity of ammonia and other

pollutants produced. Hence minimizing the amount of food needed to

produce a desired size of fish is of considerable usefulness.

Though sharing many characteristics with typical factories where,

whatever the true state of affairs, an attempt is made to operate at

steady state, Salmon hatcheries more strongly resemble agricultural

facilities that must operate in an unsteady manner. As fish get

larger, their needs become greater. Optimizing food conversion in

this continually changing environment is further complicated by a life

cycle which dictates when growth begins and when release takes place.

Furthermore, research suggests that return rates improve if salmon

smolts are released to the ocean at a proper size.

In this thesis, feeding curves are obtained for Coho salmon which

simultaneously minimize food utilization and produce a desired fish

size for a variety of rearing period water temperature schedules as

well as minimum and maximum feeding constraints. Since water

temperature can sometimes be controlled, an optimal constant

temperature and an optimal temperature schedule are also obtained

which further reduce food consumption. The effects of accelerated

feeding schedules, mortalities, and varying the target release weight

on the feeding curves are investigated.
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Texts generally discuss the problem of optimum feeding by

presenting the two curves of. figure (4); (a) is a straight line which

has a slope equal to food conversion efficiency, and (b) is a curve

defining growth rate as a function of food uptake rate. The point

where the two curves intersect at only one point, ie. where the slopes

are equal, maximizes instantaneous food conversion rate for that

particular weight and temperature. In practice, a rearing period

feeding schedule based on this instantaneous optimum is difficult to

implement for a desired target weight, especially when temperature is

environmentally determined. For this and other reasons there may be

no optimum growth schedule to achieve a particular weight such that

all points in the schedule have optimum instantaneous food conversion

rates. In fact, it will be shown that even if every point along a

growth curve minimizes food consumption for the current weight and

temperature, it does not guarantee minimum total_food. Because

determining instantaneous optimum feeding rates is a useful tool for

interpreting the optimal feeding curves actually obtained, a numerical

method of determining these points for each weight and temperature is

derived.

Some linear programming models have been used to optimize various

aspects of aquacultural systems. These include an economic model for

pen rearing (Gustayson,1972), the planning model HATCH currently in

use by the Washington State department of fisheries (rohnson, 1974),

and the aquacultural model of Gates et al(1980). The Gates model

concerns facilities which rear fish to full market size. Of the three
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Figure 4 : Deteraination of theoretical optima feeding rate at a
point in time. Curve (b) is fish growth rate as a function of feeding
rate. Efficiency of growth can be represented by the slope of line
(a). Maximum efficiency occurs when the slope of (a) is maximized
which occurs when the slope (a) = slope (b).
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models, only HATCH deals with fish hatcheries. This model, which

optimizes, among other things, the numbers of specific types of fish

that should be grown in a fish hatchery for a given set of conditions,

requires input of either feeding or weight schedules. Hence it does

not deal directly with the problem of producing fish of a desired

weight at a desired release date while minimizing total food.

These LP (linear programming) models are usually very complex,

involving, as the Gates model does, perhaps thousands of variables and

constraints. Such models are necessarily complex because they break

up a nonlinear problem into a large number of discrete linear pieces

and solve them simultaneously. Such models are%time consuming to

formulate and implement and cannot be rum on microcomputers.

Growth scheduling in fish hatcheries is currently handled in one

of two ways:

1) It is programmed at a central location in a state by trial and

error with the aid of feeding charts (eg. in the state of

Oregon), and

2) It is handled by the hatchery manager who uses a combination of

personal experience and, perhaps, feeding charts (eg. in the

state of Washington).

Neither method is particularly efficient from the point of view of

food utilization since the goal is just to achieve a certain weight at

a particular date. The latter method is particularly inefficient

since adjustments are generally made in the last few months to achieve

the desired weight. It will be shown is the next sections that this
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is precisely the wrong time to make adjustments. The time to make

adjustments is at the beginning when the fish are eating the least so

that at the end of the rearing period the fish will be growing most

efficiently when they are eating the most. Method 1) is likely to be

more efficient since planning is involved and less drastic adjustments

are likely to be needed in the months just preceeding release. It

will be shown that this method is far from the most efficient since it

involves adjusting growth rate by taking a 'percent of chart' which

roughly corresponds to holding c of equations (23) and (17) constant.

It will be shown in the next sections that the total amount of food

may be reduced by as much as 5% by having a nonconstant schedule of c.

Approach

Classical control theory methods were eliminated from

consideration in this analysis because of their complexity. A method

sufficiently simple that it could be implemented on microcomputers was

desired. Thus a completely different tack was taken. The methods

used assumed polynomial shaped, time dependent feeding and

temperature schedules. Nonlinear optimization methods determined

coefficients which minimized total food recnireme ts and at the same

time allowed the fish to achieve the target weight at release tine.

Such a program was sufficiently simple that a 64k microcomputer was

used for most computations. The program was written in Microsoft

FORTRAN and most program runs were made on a Northstar Advantage.

Because solution was iterative, a typical problem consumed two or
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three hours for long rearing periods (though only 20 60 seconds on a

CDC mainframe computer). The method was extremely flexible and could

easily be modified to handle variations in environmental temperatures,

constraints in maximum and minimum feeding rates, effects of

mortalities, etc.

The growth model which forms the basis of the optimization was

developed by the author in the previous chapter. This model includes

food consumption and temperature as independent variables. Acceptable

food consumption values range from maintenance ration to maximum

ration. Acceptable temperatures range from one to sixteen degrees

Centigrade. The model has been calibrated to data originally taken by

David Leith to develop the Oregon State Feeding Chart used by many

hatchery operators to estimate food requirement to effect a desired

fish growth.

Mathematical Development

Numerical method for solving weight and food equations

Equations (25) and (26) are not adequate for the purposes of this

study because c and T must be constant to use them. In this study it

is desirable to investigate feeding cycles where c and T are not

constant, hence a second order numerical method (ie.characterized by

errors proportional to the square of the step size) was developed to

solve the differential equations for weight and food.

To solve for weight, equation (25) was written for a small,

finite time interval
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ifi+1 = (Wil/ 3 + (ti+1 ti)u/3)3 (25b)

where u = (1 (1 ci+1/2) d+1)g9g7f2(Ti+112).

The index i corresponds to the values at the beginning of the finite

interval, i+1/2 the midpoint of the interval, and i+1 the endpoint of

the interval.

The independent variables c and T were represented by polynomial

functions of time. It will be useful to express c in Lagrange form,

ie.

c(t)

n+1

(ti t)

ck 11

(ti tk

cmin c 1 1.0

in which n is the order of the polynomial and the ck are

(27)

values of c

at specified times tk, normally taken to be the beginning, middle, and

end of the rearing period when a parabolic function of time is used.

curia is the minimum acceptable feeding ratio, which may differ greatly

from the value actually calculated by the polynomial.

Because the maximum and minimum values of c were restricted, the

slope of c(t) is sometimes discontinuous, hence the approximation

°i+11 2 =
cim.

2

was used. This approximation smooths out any discontinuities.

In the majority of analyses, T was held constant. However, a

dynamic water temperature regime was introduced in some of the

analyses by assuming T(t) to be a series of polynomials, obtained by

regression analysis of stream temperature data, of the form
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a

Tm(t) m gmlctk, m = 1,2,.. M

Y=0

where each polynomial Tm(t) describes T(t) for a portion of the yearly

temperature cycle. qmk are the coefficients obtained by regression.

For this study each Tm(t) covered four months of the year and cubic

curve fits were used for each period, hence both M and n equalled 3.

T(t) was computed by the formula

T(t) = Tay (Tm(t) Tpal.), for m = 1, 2, and 3

where Tay is the desired rearing period average temperature and ;my

is the overall rearing period average temperature that the polynomials

predict. Thus any rearing period average temperature desired can be

obtained as long as the user accepts the magnitude of the

oscillations.

For selection of an optimum temperature regime (when controlled

temperatures are possible), an equation of the form of (27) was

developed with T(t) in place of c(t) and Tk's in place of ck's.

Discontinuities in the slope of T(t) at the transition from one time

period to another are negligible, hence Ti41/2

evaluating the appropriate polynomial at tiy1/2.

Mortalities are calculated assuming exponential decay with the

formula

is obtained simply by

N=N

where

1E(t to)
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N a number of fish at time t
No a number of fish at time teand
X a mortality coefficient.

Equation (26) was not used to develop a numerical method, though

this is certainly feasible. Instead (17) was put in finite difference

form, thus

( Wi+142
Fi+1

'cl+1/2Rmaxi+1/2 (1-0i+1/2)Rmainti+1/21 (17a)
q

where

and

w i+3./ 2

Rmssi+112 = amsx(Ti+1/2, Ti+112)

Rmainti+1/2 Rmaint(Ti+1/2,

It must be emphasized that to have a second order method, all

numerical approximations must be second order. Just as the weakest

link on a chain determines the strength of the chain, one first order

approximation in a sequence of linked second order approximations will

make all successive approximations not better than first order. In

this study, which involves teas of thousands of solutions of the

differential equations, the second order property has very practical

importance because it allows taking much larger time steps to give

satisfactory accuracy. This results in tremendous savings of computer

time. The accuracy of much higher accuracy methods, such as the fourth

order RungeKutta, would be greater than warranted by the data.
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Theoretical Optimum Feeding Conversion Rates

It has been noted by many authors, among them Stanffer(1973),

that the instantaneous feeding level that maximizes the efficiency of

converting fond to flesh (ie. W/F, which is the slope of curve (a) on

figure (4)) corresponds to the intersection of curves (a) and (b) on

figure (4) at the point where slopes of the two curves are equal.

Curve (b) is a representation of W(F), a representation of W as a

function of F. An equation for W(F) can be written with the knowledge

that equation (16) can be rewritten

Rmaint

Rmax amaint Fmax Fmaint

C
F Fmaint

(16a)

(16a) combined with (23) will give such a function.

One of the benefits of the model presented im this thesis is that

the point of intersection can actually be calculated from the

equations presented. The statement that the slopes of the two curves

are equal is equivalent to the mathematical expression

aw
=

F 8F

(ie.slope (a) As slope (b)).

The right hand side of this equation can be written, using the chain

rale

ai

8F

=
37 8c

a* aF

which can be computed from equations (23) and (16a).

For the purposes of this paper, the instantaneous optimum value
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of feeding ratio c, called copt, will be determined, although an

optimum feeding rate or ration could as easily have been obtained.

Noting that (16a) can be rearranged and evaluated at copt to give

F = x/Copt + Fmniut (28)

-where

Fmaz Fmaint (29)

the slope of (a) can be equated with the slope of (b) thus giving an

equation for cops,

1 (1 )d+1

zlcopt Fmaint

(d+1)(1 co pt
(30)

d

Rearranging and substituting xi from (29) into (30) gives

(1 007t)d+1 + (d41)(1 copt) d koopt + F
Fmaint

4 1 0 (31)

Fmaz 7maint

Since R =Fq., the term in (31) involving feeding rates can be rewritten
w

Fmaint Rmaint 1

z2 = . me ........ (32)

Fmax .

FmaInt Rmax Rmaint (Rmazi2maint) 1

Thus once d is chosen, the solution of (31) for cope will depend on

the ratio of Rmax to Rmaint, both rates having values which depend on

weight and temperature. Thus the value of copt will depend on weight

and temperature.

Because, for most values of d, an exact solution of (31) is

impossible, Newton's Method, was used to find an approximate solution,

ie.
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and

copti+1 = copti

f(0040 (1 00 t

f(copti)opti

f'(c (copti)
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(32a)

d +l (d+1)(00pt z2)(1 copt)d 1 (32b)

fr(ccpt) w d(d+1)(ccpt + z2)(1 copt)
d-1

Clearly f(ccpt) g 0 when the true value of copt is

function of Newton's method is to iteratively obtain values of copti

which are progressively closer to the true value of Copt and hence

(32c)

found. The

drive f(copti) closer to Zero.

Substituting the equations for f and f' into (32a) and

simplifying, gives

(1c )opti
copti+1=co ti+---- ( {1copzi)+(d+1)(copzi+z2)(1copti-) 4)(3")

d(d+I)(ccpti+z2)

This method converges very quickly with only three or four iterations

necessary to obtain good accuracy.

Though no attempt was made to develop this method into an

optimization procedure, the method was used to evaluate feeding

schedules selected by the optimization method discussed below.
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A Practical Method for Determining Optimal Feeding and Temperature

Schedules

In the previous section a method vas developed to determine the

optimum instantaneous feeding rate for a given weight and temperature.

In this section a method will be developed to determine the feeding

schedule for a full rearing period. Feeding rates at points along

these schedules may or may not be optimum instantaneous rates. The

object will be to minimize the total food requirement.

Food optimization algorithms used can be divided into two

categories, those which determine an optimal feeding schedule when the

temperature schedule is fired and those which simultaneously deterraine

an optimal feeding schedule and an optimal temperature regime.

Feeding Schedule Optimization

A practical method of determining feeding schedules that minimize

the total food requirement for a target fish weight (provided the

desired weight is feasible) is developed using the Lagrange equation

for c(t), equation (27). A search procedure is used for which the

constants ck of equation (27) are systematically varied and the total

food consumption calculated. The set of constants ck which

simultaneously minimize food consumption and achieve the target weight

is chosen.

The easiest way to understand how the procedure works is to

describe its operation for the parabolic form of the general equation,

(27) , ie.
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0 (t2-0(t3t) 02(t1 -0(t3t) 03(tIt)(t2t)
(34)0(t)

(t2 t1) (t3 t1) (t1 t2) (t3 t2) (t1 t3) (t2 t3)

To optimize 01, c2, and c3, these constants are first written

introducing new constants

01 BZ/, c2 ia2, 03 . Bc3.

Since there are three degrees of freedom in specifying a parabola, Z3

was set to 1.0. Thus, to specify the shape of (34), the constants Z1,

E2, and B must be known. B enters into the calculation of 02 and 02,

as well as 03 so that the whole curve is shifted every time B is

changed.

The algorithm is as follows:

1) Initialize 6 T and. B;

2) Using the most recent values of Z/ and 32, compute It by the one

dimensional Coggins optimization method (Coggims,1964) that will

achieve the target weight at release date. Equation (25b) it l

be repeatedly solved for each iteration of the Coggins method to

calculate the weight until B is found with sufficient accuracy;

3) Using the most recent values of andZ2, and B, compute total food

requirement using equation (17a) for each interval and

accumulating the calculated feed;

4) Using current and previous values of Z1, C2, and the total food,

apply the conjugate directions method (Powel1,1964) to compute

new values of Z/ and "J2 to reduce total food requirement;

5) II the stopping criterion is not met, continue at step 2) of the

algorithm
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Temperature Schedule Optimization

To determine a constant temperature which minimizes food

consumption, all that is necessary is to add temperature to the

list of variables converged upon by the conjugate directions method.

For the situation where as optimal temperature schedule is desired,

parabolic regime is derived in the same Lagrange form as (34), ie.

T1(t2-0(t3t) T2(tit)(t3t) T3(t1 t)(t2t)
T(t) = + + (35)

(t2 t1) (t3 t1) (t1t2) (t3t2) (tit3)(t2t3)

For this situation, T1, T2, T3 are added to the variables already

being converged upon. Thus variables converged upon by the conjugate

directions method are

61, Z2, Ti, T,, T3

with B converged upon by the onedimensional Coggins method

(Coggins,1964) to attain the target weight.

The Lagrangian form has been chosen for two reasons:

a) All constants are roughly the same magnitude, thus none of them

needs to be scaled for the algorithm to operate efficiently, and

b) The general shape of the curve can be readily observed by just

looking at c1, 02, and c3 and T1, T2, and T3.

Mathematically the overall method can be viewed as a kind of

'shooting' method to solve a set of differential equations which

depend on a function or functions of time. Instead of varying an

initial condition to assure the solution meets a final condition, the

shape of the function or functions of time (in this case c(t) and

T(t)) is systematically varied so that solution of one differential

equation, equation (25b), meets a final boundary condition and
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solution of the other, (17a), is simultaneously minimized.

In addition to the above methods, two other methods were devised

using:

1) A cubic Lagrange form of c(t), and

2) A pseudo 'BangBang' solution.

For the 'Bang Bang' solution, c(t) began at a specified level ci.

time determined by the algorithm, 0(t) jumped to another value

Between c2 and 03, c(t) was obtained by linear interpolation.

Results and Discussion

Assessment of the model was carried out in four phases

Comparison of four methods of characterizing optimal feeding

schedules,

2) Sensitivity study of convergence to an optimum parabolic c(t)

feeding schedules assuming a fixed temperature regime,

3) Sensitivity study of the simultaneous convergence to an optimum

parabolic feeding schedule and optimum constant temperature

regime.

4) Analysis of the simultaneous convergence to as optimum parabolic

feeding schedule and optimum parabolic temperature regime.

In all tests, food moisture content was held at 32% and fish

moisture content 75%. All fish began the growth period at 0.82g.

Fish were assumed to be unconstrained by oxygen requirements or

density factors though a more sophisticated model could incorporate

these factors. All tests presented were for either 500 or 180day

rearing periods. The longer period was used to simulate the

At a

1)
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approximately 18 month rearing periods of unheated hatcheries, the

shorter period was used to simulate the accelerated growth which

occurs in heated hatcheries.

Comparison of Methods for Obtaining Feeding Schedules

Figure (5) shows a comparison of c(t)'s obtained by using the

conjugate directions method to converge on coefficients of the

following fonr assumptions for the 500day rearing period feeding

schedule.

1) Assumption of a constant feeding schedule,

2) A pseudo 'Bangbang' feeding schedule,

3) A parabolic feeding schedule, and

4) A cubic feeding schedule.

The 'Bang bang' feeding schedule involved letting the feeding schedule

jump from one feeding level to another at & point selected by the

computer. Prior to the jump the level of c was assumed to be the

minimum acceptable value. After the jump, a linear feeding schedule

was followed, the slope being determined by the conjugate

directions method.

In all cases, mortalities were assumed to be zero, average

temperature for the cycle was held at 8.41°C, the target weight was

30g, and

0.1 I c 1.0.

Food conversion rates obtained were as follows:
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Figure 5 : Comparison of optimization metkods. Optimal constant,
'Bangbang', parabolic, and cubic c(t)'s are plotted for target
weight, Wtar' of 30g at 8.41°C with no mortalities.
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Assumed feeding
schedule

cony. rate
(gig)

= constant 1.9440
'Bangbang' 1.8427
Parabola 1.8425
Cubic 1.8420

All variable c(t) forms have about 5.2% better food conversion rates

than calculated with a constant c for the test conditions (see figure

(5) for the resulting c(t) schedules). The parabolic form was only

0.01% better than the 'Bangbang' form and the cubic was 0.027% better

than the parabola. Food conversion rates are used here to mean the

total wet weight of food consumed divided by the net growth of fish

also measured is units of wet weight.

Had some of the constant parameters been variable, perhaps the

cubic form would have had greater benefits. Because its marginal

superiority was far outweighed by its far greater consumption of

computer time, it was excluded from further study.

With the 'Bangbang' solution, determining accurately the

location of the jump in feeding rata was cumbersome and the resulting

method slightly less accurate than the parabolic fit. In any case,

the method appeared to be attempting to converge to the higher order

polynomial methods, so it was not chosen for further experimentation.

Thus the parabolic c(t) schednle was chosen for further study. It

was the least complicated of the methods and produced the best results

for the computer time consumed.
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Sensitivity Study on the Parabolic c(t)

To determine optimal feeding schedules for a variety of imposed

conditions, a sensitivity study was performed for rearing periods of

180 and 500 days using the assumed parabolic feeding schedule. The

500day period is approximately the rearing period of Coho salmon in

hatcheries with no heating. The 180day period simulates the

accelerated growth with elevated temperature which occurs in

facilities such as the Ore Aqua salmon ranching operation on the

McKensie river near Springfield, Oregon.

Table IV shows results from 180day rearing periods and Table V

500day periods. For each run, several parameters are shown for the

beginning (t1), middle (t2), and end (t3)of the rearing period.

Parameters recorded at each point are weight, c value calculated by

evaluating the parabola, instantaneous optimum c computed by Newton's

method (c opt) at that weight and temperature, and food conversion rats

(food /wt). Where the c predicted by the formula is below the

acceptable minimum value of c for that run, that minimum value, which

is actually used for computations, is shown in parentheses. Overall

food conversion rate is also shown. Food conversion rate is defined

as the ratio of food consumed to weight gained.

One of the graphs of figure (6) shows effects on the shape of the

8.41°C, 500day feeding schedule of varying target weight. 8.41°C is

the average 500day rearing period temperature beginning in January of

the 1978 water year at the McKensie River gaging station near Vid

Oregon. At this temperature, results indicate that raising the target
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Table Sensitivity study on 11*-day rearing period.

at start middle end
of rearing period

Comments Taxon. Tot.food Overall Temp wt. g wt. g wt. g
8 g food/et °C

c 0 c

°opt °opt °opt

food / wt food, / wt food / wt

Sensitivity to 25 44.13332 1.825198 13 0.820000 7.288413 25.000015
target wts 0.698035 0.648720 0.662071

0.521190 0.594481 0.639036
1.793733 1.811512 1.346671

30 54.16131 1.856111 13 0.820000 8.674522 29.999996
0.888680 0.746324 0.715425
0.521190 0.600635 0.645821
1.927019 1.848231 1.860044

35 66.03309 1.932050 13 0.M0000 9.559639 35.000313
0.982612 0.889218 0.820930
0.521190 0.604084 0.651596
2.046134 1.945419 1.906031

Sensitivity to 30 56.59539 1.939523 12 0.820000 8.449463 30.000055
temperatures 0.985591 0.902880 0.834400

0.513250 0.590874 0.636512
2.049693 1.955589 1.908887

30 53.79387 1.343515 14 0.320000 8.419668 30.000055
0.736700 0.672812 0.685250
0.532335 0.611952 0.658858
1.220026 1.329124 1.364450

30 54.30895 1.861144 15.5 0.820000 7.736546 30.000414
0.536217 0.633804 0.681939
0.556398 0.635471 0.686881
1.786139 1.843309 1.887605

Sensitivity 10* 30 56.02265 1.919889 13 0.820000 8.576559 30.000145
to total most. 0.864483 0.745799 0.732779
mort.rate 0.521190 0.600232 0.645821

1.905290 1.347245 1.364308

204) 30 58.20813 1.994796 13 0.820000 8.467243 29.999996
most. 0.836155 0.746645 0.750507

0.521190 0.599777 0.645821
1.882148 1.846844 1.869583
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Figure 6 : Dependence of optimal c(t) on target weight. Plots are
for 8.41°C, 500day and 13.0 °C, 180day rearing periods with 25, 30,
and 35g target weights, no mortalities.
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weight improves food conversion rate by about 1% from 1.854 at 25 g to

1.836 at 35 g. For this set of schedules, the schedules which had

values of c closer to the calculated values of copt had better overall

food conversion ratios (see table V for the values of co pt and c at

the beginning, middle, and end of the rearing period).

Figure (6) also demonstrates what happens to the optimized

feeding schedule when different target weights are imposed for 180day

rearing periods at 130. Best conversion occurred at 25g. (1.325),

worst at 35 g. (1.932), a difference of about 5.35 %. Again the

schedule deviating most from optimum instantaneous c values at

corresponding weights produced the worst efficiencies (again see table

V for valves of copt and c at the beginning, middle, and end of the

rearing period). Thus, for both rearing periods, the method which

resulted in feeding schedules deviating least from optimum

instantaneous values produced the best results. Furthermore, for all

schedules, greatest deviations occurred at the beginning of each

period where the least penalty for being inefficient occurs. This

latter effect was found in all later runs.

Figure (7) is a plot of overall conversion rate as a function of

target weight for both rearing periods. For the 180day run with a

35g target weight, food conversion rate was poor because this target

weight is very close to the maximum achievable at 13°C (37.13 0. For

this weight, conversion rate was 2.022 as calculated by the exact

methods. These schedules confirm what one would expect, that for each

rearing period and temperature, there is an optimum target weight.
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Table V: Sensitivity study on 500-day rearing period.

at start middle end
of rearing period

Comments Tar.wt. Tot.food Overall Temp wt. g wt. g wt. g
g g food/wt °C

Copt

food / wt

covt °opt

food/wt food/wt

Constant c(t) 30 56.86541 1.943969

40 74.301211.891499

Comparison of
target wts

25 44.87599 1.854539

35 62.80243 1.836183

Comparison of
temperatures

30 53.762741 1.84247

30 55.257667 1.89274

30 54.404957 1.86286

30 53.432239 1.82991

8.41 0.820000
0.358961
0.506196
1.775377

8.41 0.820000
0.421188
0.506196
1.742563

8.277338
0.358961
0.582309
1.909040

10.351662
0.421188
0.590103
1.859967

30.072218
0.358961
0.628317
2.012146

40.101650
0.421188
0.638925
1.948735

8.41 0.820000 3.033628 25.017927
-0.464918(.1) 0.369582 0.577499
0.506196 0.548266 0.621600
2.832056 1.841726 1.833103

8.41 0.820000 4.830596 35.022701
-0.142235(.1) 0.476530 0.586886
0.506196 0.563853 0.633918
2.832056 1.793351 1.844436

8.41 0.820000 3.886723 30.025738
-0.242239(.1) 0.426772 0.595160
0.506196 0.556528 0.628260
2.832056 1.807927 1.837723

10.41 0.820000 2.659356 30.014517
-1.119588(.1) 0.215657 0.584252
0.506273 0.543996 0.628337
2.834124 2.196171 1.838977

9.41 0.820000 3.085339 30.025024
-0.603136(.1) 0.337977 0.587166
0.505065 0.547623 0.626930
2.824663 1.879374 1.837317

7.41 0.820000 5.029924 30.019457
0.006501(.1) 0.499937 0.593835
0.509758 0.569098 0.632437
2.858992 1.791917 1.842145
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Table V (continued)

at start middle end
of rearing period

Comments Tar.wt. Tot.food Overall Tamp wt. g
8 g food/wt °C

wt. g wt. g

C

copt

food / wt

C

copt

food / wt

C

cpt
food / wt

Varying tamps. 30 53.400902 1.33003 5.41 0.820000 3.143412 30.000294
(continued) 0.629811 0.626139 0.663348

0.526138 0.603886 0.651614
1.761760 1.815331 1.357605

30 53.217441 1.32381 6.41 0.820000 6.602201 29.999283
0.270071 0.546491 0.616378
0.509758 0.578428 0.632412
1.889383 1.800036 1.247564

Comparison of 30 53.437412 1.83129 6.41 0.820000 7.520810 30.000116
tanperatures 0.159393 0.549571 0.628005
with seasonal 0.542639 0.577761 0.631112
variations
(rearing per.
average given) 30 54.020679 1.35129

2.388211

8.41 0.820000

1.791755

4.519939

1.338752

30.000086
-0.471544(.1) 0.435086 0.584239
0.516527 0.564870 0.626992
2.936510 1.816640 1.337294

30 55.507092 1.90223 10.41 0.820000 3.065066 30.000086
-1.117335(.1) 0.264327 0.570735
0.506317 0.567324 0.634073
2.840948 2.095828 1.847067

Effect of(0.0) 30 53.640120 1.83723 8.41 0.320000 3.600623 30.006601
changes in -0.216754(.0) 0.462363 0.537423
min 0.506196 0.553969 0.628237

1.786155 1.333453

(0.2) 30 54.092613 1.85364 3.41 0.40000 4.468925 30.001731
-0.415800(.2) 0.362601 0.579931
0.506196 0.561223 0.623231
2.059111 1.873901 1.339984
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Table V (continued)

at start middle end
of rearing period

wt. g wt. g

0 0

Comments Tar.wt. Tot.food Overall Temp wt. g
g g food /wt °C

COlit

food / wt

COPt

food / wt

Copt

food / wt

Effect of(10%) 30
mortality
rate

(2096) 30
mart.

55.132362

56.701736

1.88834

1.94126

8.41 0.820000
-0.325120(.1)
0.506196
2.832056

8.41 0.820000
-0.373766(.1)
0.506196
2.832056

3.706527
0.428567
0.554938
1.805055

3.568594
0.425385
0.553671
1.305460

30.016214
0.604842
0.628426
1.836712

30.028746
0.625236
0.628264
1.836119
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Figure 7 : Dependence of overall efficiency on target weight. Curve
(a) is food conversion rate of 180day, 13°C rearing periods, curve
(b) 500day, 8.41°C rearing periods. (No mortalities)
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If this target 'weight exceeds the optimum, there is a considerable

increase in food consumption. If the target weight is below optimum,

the penalty is not great, provided optimized schedules are used. As

feeding rate approaches maximum, the slope of the growth rate as a

function of feeding rate curve goes to zero (see figure (4)), hence

efficiency decreases rapidly.

Whereas the optimum target weight is prescribed by the lifecycle

of the fish, temperature can be varied in the hatchery. For the

accelerated rearing periods, it is presumed that heat will be

available. For hatcheries which have 18month rearing periods, when

new sites are constructed, locations can be chosen for the best

ambient water temperatures. Thus a more detailed study was made of

effects of temperature.

For 500day rearing periods with 30g target weights, runs were

made with average temperatures varying from 5.41° to 10.41°. For some

of these temperature schedules, seasonal variations were included.

Figure (8) compares three constant temperature periods with periods

having the same average temperature but with seasonal variations. Of

these the most efficient average temperature was 6.41°C, whether

seasonal variations were included or not. Figure (9) shows results

for a similar but abreviated study of 180day periods with

temperatures ranging from 12 to 15.5 °C and the same target weight.

Among temperatures chosen for the latter set of runs, 14° gave the

best conversion rata at 1.844. No seasonal variations were included

for this shorter period. Figure (10) presents a plot of conversion
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Figaro 8 : Effects of tenperatare on optimal c(t) for 500day rearing
period. 0(t) is compared for three different average temperatures:
6.41, 8.41, and 10.41°C with and without seasonal variations. All
runs are for a 30g target weight with no mortalities.

Includes seasonal variations
Constant temperature

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 480 500
t, days
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Figure .9 : Effects of temperature on optimal c(t) for 180day rearing
period. c(t) is compared for four different constant temperatures: 12,
13, 14, and 15.5°C. All runs have 30g target weight and no
mortalities.
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Figure .10 : Overall food conversion rates as a function oftemperature. Curve (a) is for 180day rearing periods, curve (b) is
for 500day periods. No runs have mortalities.
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rate as a function of temperature for both rearing periods.

As one would expect, it can be concluded that there is an optimal

average rearing temperature for a given rearing period and target

weight. Another, more interesting conclusion that can be drawn from

these results is that, at the temperature having the best overall food

conversion rata, c values did not most closely coincide with the

instantaneous optimum c values at the corresponding weights and

temperatures. The 15.50, 180 day period had c values remarkably

close to optimum instantaneous values for the duration of the period

but total food requirement was substantially less for the 140 run

though the latter had c values much farther from the instantaneous

optima.

Row can this be? The answer can be found by close observation of

figure (11) which plots lines of constant c on a graph of food

conversion ratio as a function of temperature as computed by equation

(24) for single a fish, weight of 25g. The dotted curve at the bottom

of the plot is a curve of food conversion as a function of temperatare

where c equals copt at each temperature. A similiar family of curves

can be plotted for any desired weight. It can be seen that a c which

is not optimal (eg. c equals .7 at 10°) can give a better food

conversion rate than a c which is optimal at another temperature (eg.

at 140). Thus when food consumption rates at different temperatures

are being compared, the temperature which results in the best

coincidence of c does not necessarily give theand copt best

conversion rates. Thus, at release day, though c (0.582) is very
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Figure 11 : Instantaneous food conversion rates as a function of
feeding rate and temperature at a 25g weight. Optimum instantaneous
food conversion rates as a function of temperature are indicated with
the dotted line.
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close to copt (0.687), the instantaneous conversion rate is

significantly higher (ie. less efficient) at 1.888 for the 15.5° run

than the conversion rate for the 14° run (see table IV for this data).

The latter conversion rate at this point is 1.364 even though c and

copt differ much more, 0.685 vs. 0.659 respectively. This same trend

is even more apparent at the midpoint of the rearing period. Thus

when overall conversion rates for different temperatures are being

compared, what is most important is the instantaneous food conversion

rates, especially at the latter stages of the rearing period, not

whether or not the instantaneous c values best coincide with optimum

instantaneous c values. However, for a given temperature, the target

weight which provides the best coincidence of c and Copt does give the

best food conversion.

It can also be concluded from the results that when temperatures

are below optimum, total food requirement increases rapidly whereas

above optimum, total food requirement changes more gradually (see

figure (10)). It can also be seen that the total food requirements of

accelerated growth systems are much more sensitive to the effects of

Changes in temperature.

Seasonal variations added at most 0.5% to total food require ant.

The greatest difference occurred at the highest temperature

used (10.41°). Figure (12) shows the temperature variations around an

8.41°C average temperature and figure (8) shows the c(t)'s obtained.

Seasonal variations were not studied extensively because the shape of

the temperature regime is so dependent on the site.
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Figure 12,: Seasonal teaeperature variations for a* 3.410 average
rearing period temperature.
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Mortality rates had little effect on feeding schedules for either

rearing period length (see figure (13)) even though relatively high

rates of 10% and 20% total mortality were used. In general, the

optimization method selected schedules which slightly reduced feeding

early in the feeding cycle when compared to schedules selected for

zero mortalities. Total food consumed per net gram of fish produced

at release data increased considerably when mortalities occurred, as

one would predict.

Effects of altering minimum allowable c, cmin, were also studied

(see figure (14)). For runs at 8.41° with a target weight of 30g,

reducing cmin from the usual 04 to 0.0 improved conversion rate

slightly (0.25%) while increasing this value to 0.2 had a more

significant adverse effect (04%) on food conversion rate. as
curia

was increased, schedules were selected which had feeding rates

remaining at cmin for a greater proportion of the rearing period.

For the twelve 500day rearing period tests, c at 500 days (03)

averaged 0.50 with a maximum of 0463 and a minimum of 0.577 (st. dev.

0.0246). For the eight 180day tests, 03 was larger, averaging 0.734

(st. dev. 0.064), ranging from a maximum of 0.834 to a minimum of

0.662.

Optimization of Temperatmre

In the previous section, it was noted that there existed an

optimal constant temperature regime that minimized total food

consumption for a given target weight. To determine such optimal
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Firers 13 Effects of mortalities on optimal c(t). c(t) is compared
for 180 and 500day rearing periods at 0, 10, and 20% mortality
rates. All runs are at 8.41°C with a 30g target weight.
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Figure 14 : Effects of cilia on optinsl c(t). All rims are for a 500 -
day rearing period, 30g target weight at 8.41°C, with no mortalities.
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temperatures for each target weight, temperature was added to the

parameters optimized upon. Schedules of c(t) for 180 and 500day

rearing periods are plotted on figure (15). For each rearing period,

optimization was performed for 20, 25, and 30g target weights. Table

VI presents data computed for these runs.

None of the feeding schedules obtained in this way had all values

of c particularly close to copt, though near the end of each period, c

was close to copt for all runs. As in earlier tests, c deviated most

from Copt where the penalty was smallest at earlier stages of

feeding, where food consumption was lowest.

When an optimal constant temperature regime was determined for

180day rearing periods, the resultant c(t) began at a high level,

decreased slightly in the middle, and increased at the end. Foz the

500day period, c(t) began at its lowest level and increased

gradually. For the longer rearing period, neither the shape of the

feeding schedules nor overall food conversion rates depended greatly

on target weight. For the longer rearing period, for every target

weight, the food conversion rate was close to 1.32. For shorter

periods, the shape of the feeding schedules and conversion rates

differed considerably for different target weights having both the

best and worst food conversion rates. With less time available to

achieve a particular target weight, more extreme values of c often

must be chosen. Thus c is less likely to coincide with copt. Figure

(16) shows plots of optimal temperature as a function of target weight

for each rearing period. Just as the shape of c(t) for shorter
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Figure 15 : Optimal constant temperature rearing periods for 180 and
S00 day rearing periods. c(t) and temperature are optimized upon for
constant temperature rearing periods with no mortalities. 20,25, and
30g target weights are used.
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Table VI: Determination of optimal feeding schedules and optimal
temperatures. Temperature assumed to be constant for rearing period.

Period
days

Tar.wt. Tot.food Overall
8 g food/wt

at

Temp
oc

start middle end
of rearing period

wt. g wt. g wt.

copt copt Copt

food / wt food/wt food / wt

180 20 34.674774 1.80786 12.148276 0.820000 6.027324 19.999997
0.612274 0.612102 0.633522
0.514242 0.580207 0.622789
1.756472 1.794737 1.331451

180 25 44.130062 1.82506 13.106128 0.320000 7.248406 25.000062
0.684831 0.640517 0.663752
0.522212 0.595416 0.640225
1.788341 1.810804 1.847696

180 30 53.793438 1.84349 13.957221 0.320000 8.426434 30.000175
0.744733 0.673406 0.690567
0.531736 0.611372 0.658216
1.823857 1.823845 1.864453

500 20 35.022743 1.82603 5.086030 0.820000 5.164653 19.999689
0.327912 0.551598 0.621888
0.530432 0.592492 0.641438
1.840370 1.807271 1.249107

500 25 44.098717 1.32376 5.686631 0.820000 6.107755 25.000090
0.342544 0.352384 0.623306
0.522920 0.590178 0.641047
1.811563 1.804241 1.848465

500 30 53.205737 1.82335 6.158201 0.820000 7.024673 30.000235
0.348228 0.562377 0.621297
0.518246 0.589933 0.642371
1.798160 1.802715 1.349568
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Figure 16 : Optimal temperature as a function of target meight, Ttsx.
Curve (a) is for 180day rearing periods, (b) is for 500day periods.
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rearing periods was more sensitive to the target weight, the optimal

temperature was also more sensitive to target weight fcr the shorter

periods. Figure (17) shows the effects of target weight on food

conversion rate. Again, the shortened rearing period proved more

sensitive to perturbations.

Because values of copt and c(t) differed so greatly in the above

tests, it seemed reasonable that improvement in conversion rates could

be attained by allowing temperature to vary with time. As with c(t),

T(t) was assumed to be a parabola in Lagrangian form. Because sir

constants were converged upon (though initialized to values obtained

for constant temperature rearing periods), the procedure was much more

time consuming than previous optimizations, especially for the 500day

period. Thus only one run for a target weight of 25g was made for

each period length. Temperatures were constrained so that

2.0 °C I T(t) 1 16.0 °C.

Table VII summarizes output of these optimizations. Table VIII

presents actual computer outputs for both parabolic and optimized

constant temperature regimes for the 25g target weight. Figure (13)

shows the parabolic T(t) obtained for 180 and 500 day periods

comparing it with the optimized constant temperature at a 25g target

weight. Figures (19) and (20) compare c(t) for the 180 and 500

period for constant and parabolic temperatures regimes with the

correspnding cott values at each weight and temperature.

Results for the 180day rearing period showed that the optimum

temperature regime began high and gradually decreased. For the longer
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Figure 17 : Overall food conversion rates as a function of target
"Jett, 'tar* for optimal temperatures. Curve (a) is for 180-day
rearing periods, curve (b) for 500-day periods.
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Table VII: Detemninatiou of optimal feeding and temperature schedules.
Both schedules are assumed to be parabolas in Lagrange form.

start middle end
of rearing period

Period Tar. wt. Tot. Food Overall Temp°C Temp°C Temp°C
days 8 3 food/1/4

wt. g. wt. g. wt. g.

c c c

%Pt Copt

food/wt. food/wt.

Copt

food/wt.

130

500

25

25

44.059628

43.333984

1.322141

1.812303

15.983537
0.820000
0.686155
0.566452
1.814485

-0.277045(2)
0.320000
0.425921
0.638313
1.948608

12.911776
7.999697
0.636674
0.594665
1.312099

5.701890
3.417414
0.530326
0.573432
1.786996

12.081822
25.000147
0.652373
0.630304
1.833712

3.937320
25.000221
0.610859
0.621314
1.829348



Table VIII: Typical output tiles trams the fish growth simulation. Optimized values of G(tlina) and T(t) for runs
with no mortalities and a 25g target weight were used. RI1116 are made with 180- and 500-day rearing periods. For
each period, one of the runs has an optimized constant temperature and the other an optimized parabolic
t ampere tura distribution,

INIUT BATA

RIMING 1'191100; 180.0 DA Tint STIP 10.00 DA

AT 11r- 0.00 Cl- .684831321 114414- 13.1061296S
72.- 90.00 C2- .640517473 1140'2- 13.10612965
13,- 180.00 C3- .663751662 111441,--- 13.10612963

INITIAL wrr WEIGHT: .82 611

TUC C wrwrarr(Gt) C11111000 11111)(C) MINI RIMY B COW' F/W

10.00 .676571906 1.156355381 100.00 .60151809 13.10612965 .031712 .216300 .165570 .532948 1.788341
20.00 .669146359 1.570598125 100.00 1.34257126 13.10612965 .030011 .195313 .147833 .542951 1.788935
30.00 .662554681 2.069823742 100.00 2.23645425 13.10612869 .028557 .178146 .133576 .552091 1.790539
40.00 .656797051 2.661068201 100.00 3.29648280 13.10612965 .027204 .163833 .121891 .560512 1.792877
50.00 .651873291 3.351372719 100.00 4.53611708 13.10612965 .026184 .151710 .112161 .568327 1.795779
60.00 .647783339 4.147866726 100.00 5.96909428 13.10612965 .025198 .141302 .103949 .575623 1.799106
70.00 .644527495 5.057826042 100.00 7.60953856 13.10612965 .024314 .132262 .096940 .582473 1.802767
80.00 .642105520 6.088774204 100.00 9.47208691 13.10612965 .023516 .124331 .090900 .588934 1.806636
90.00 .640517473 7.248464108 100.00 11.57199574 13.10612965 .022189 .117311 .085651 .595055 1.810750

100.00 .639763355 8.545054436 100.00 13.92526627 13.10612965 .022124 .111050 .081057 .600873 1.814968
110.00 .639843106 9.987172127 100.00 16.54876131 13.10612965 .021512 .105425 .077011 .606426 1.819197
120.00 .640756845 11.583924294 100.00 19.46031952 13.10612965 .020945 .100339 .073426 .611741 1.823424
130.00 .642504513 13.345008850 100.00 22.67886925 13.10612965 .020418 .095716 .070235 .616844 1.827596
140.00 .645086110 15.280701637 100.00 26.22455406 13.10612965 .019926 .091490 .067382 .621756 1.831739
150.00 .648501635 17.401939392 100.00 30.11884308 13.10612965 .019466 .087611 .064820 .626496 1.835857
160.00 .652/51019 19.720462799 100.00 34.38463974 13.10612965 .019032 .084033 .062512 .631081 1.839876
170.00 .657834411 22.248792648 100.00 39.04640961 13.10612965 .018623 .080721 .060425 .635526 1.843815
180.00 .663751602 25.000188828 100.00 44.13030243 13.10612965 .018237 .077644 .058533 .639843 1.847750

THE OVERALL. CONVERSION RATIO IS 1.82506025



Table VIII (cont.)

INPUT DATA

REARING 1171100: 180.0 DA TINE STEP: 10.00 DA

AT 11= 0.00 C1= .686155498 1744P1= 15.983536720
12= 90.00 C2= .636674464 11441= 12.911775589
13= 180.00 C3= .652373075 1E181- 12.081822395

INITIAL WET WEIGUI% .82 GM

TIME C WEIDST(GM) Sr SWIM CUM 14100 TEMP(C) RMAINT 81461 8 COPT F/W
10.00 .677438915 1.206978559 100.00 .70216668 15.53152275 .041697 .241318 .188447 .568581 1.81448520.00 .669526875 1.689325929 100.00 1.57565761 15.10718632 .037363 .213288 .164064 .571635 1.81091730.00 .662419677 2.271620989100.00 2.62887645 14.71052933 .033830 .190500 .144650 .574685 1.80873740.00 .656117082 2.937066774 100.00 3.86792731 14.34154224 .030909 .171664 .128913 .577789 1.80765750.00 .650619149 3.747948647 100.00 5.29134993 14.00023556 .028468 .155887 .115974 .580973 1.80737860.00 .645925999 4.645993710 100.00 6.92082500 13.68660641 .026409 .142534 .105215 .584253 1.80778870.00 .642037451 5.652753830 100.00 8.74181655 13.40065289 .024661 .131135 .096189 .587629 1.80878460.00 .638953626 6.769895554 100.00 10.76422405 13.14237595 .023168 .121337 J388562 .591103 1.81032390.00 .636674464 7.999697208 100.00 12.99274540 12.91177559 .021889 .112868 .082082 .594665 1.812099100.00 .635200024 9.344920158'100.00 15.43345717 12.70883277 .020790 .105514 .076551 .598314 1.814355110.00 .634530306 10.809404373 100.00 18.09417915 12.53360558 .019844 .099106 .071817 .602039 1.816832120.00 .634665191 12.398102760 100.00 20.98480225 12.38603592 .019032 .093506 .061758 .605839 1.819492130.00 .635604739 14.117255211 100.00 24.11764145 12.26614189 .018335 .088601 .064275 .609712 1.822316140.00 .637349010 15.974496841 100.00 27.50778008 12.17392149 .017741 .084298 .061287 .613658 1.825362150.00 .639898062 17.979257584 100.00 31.17344666 12.10938358 .017238 .080521 .058731 .617679 1.828481160.00 .643251717 20.142641068 100.00 35.13625717 12.07252121 .016817 .077203 .056549 .621786 1.831765170.00 .647410035 22.477785110 100.00 39.42173004 12.06333447 .016470 .074288 .054699 .625988 1.835207180.00 .652373135 25.000146866 100.00 44.05962753 12.08182240 .016193 .071728 .053141 .630304 1.838712

lUE OVUM!, CONVERSION win is 1.82214057
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Table VIII (cont.)

1N141T DATA

REARM; P191101): 500.0 DA TIDE? 6712): 10.00 DA
AT 11= 0.00 C1= .342544407 1111141= 5.6866307312= 250.00 C2= .S52383542 117.11'2= 5.6866307313= 500.00 C3= .623306632 TEMP3= 5.68663073

INITIAL WET WEIGHT: .82 GM

TIME WEIGHT(GM) % SDRV1V 1001) TIiMP(C) muff RMAI 11 COPT F/W20.00 .364443630 .980950415 100.00 .29115522 5.68663073 .013808 .096112 .043934 .528671 1.80660140.00 .385453850 1.171557546 100.00 .63444942 5.68663073 .013374 .090588 .043301 .534420 1.79942960.00 .405574948 1.395822167 100.00 1.03711843 5.68663073 .012959 .085451 .042549 .540137 1.79445680.00 .424607012 1.657999635 100.00 1.50694489 5.68663073 .012563 .080686 .041711 .545801 1.791393100.00 .443149984 1.962597966 100.00 2.05223036 5.68663073 .012188 .076275 .040809 .551396 1.789903120.00 .460603952 2.314360857 100.00 2.68176293 5.68663073 .011831 .072197 .039866 .556903 1.789685140.00 .477168769 2.718240261 100.00 3.40477538 S.68663073 .011494 .068428 .038896 .562320 1.790390160.00 .492844611 3.179378510 100.00 4.23090315 5.68663073 .011174 .064945 .037913 .567633 1.791900180.00 .507631361 3.703076839 100.00 5.17013311 5.68663073 .010872 .061727 .036926 .572839 1.794060200.00 .521528959 4.294774532 100.00 6.23274946 5.68663073 3 .010585 .058751 .035942 .577934 1.796520220.00 534537613 4.959956646 100.00 7.42927170 5.68663073 .010314 .055998 .034969 .582915 1.799550240.00 .546657145 3.704177856 100.00 8.77038479 5.68663073 .010058 .053448 .034009 .587783 1.802833250.00 .552383542 6.107755184 100.00 9.49853516 5.68663073 .009935 .052244 .033535 .590174 1.804241260.00 .557887673 6.533152103 100.00 10.26688862 5.68663073 .009815 .051084 .033066 .592535 1.806203280.00 .568229139 7.452330112 100.00 11.92960930 5.68663073 .009586 .048891 .032143 .597174 1.809888300.00 .577681422 8.467444420 100.00 13.76934528 5.68663073 .009368 .046854 .031240 .601696 1.813429320.00 .586244822 9.583639145 100.00 15.79676533 5.68663073 .009161 .044959 .030360 .606106 1.817279340.00 .593918979 10.806462288 100.00 16.02234840 5.68663073 .008965 .043195 .029502 .610406 1.820912360.00 .600704134 12.141121864 100.00 20.45632935 5.68663073 .008779 .041551 .028667 .614596 1.824546380.00 .606600285 13.592634201 100.00 23.10860634 5.68663073 .008603 .040016 .027854 .618679 1.828110400.00 .611607513 15 .165716171 100.00 25.98865509 5.68663073 .008435 .038581 .027064 .622657 1.831686420.00 .615725338 16.864931107 100.00 29.10547638 5.68663073 .008275 .037239 .026295 .626531 1.835176440.00 .618954241 18.694297791 100.00 32.46747971 5.68663073 .008123 .035983 .025548 .630305 1.838612460.00 .621294081 20.657779694 100.00 36.08244324 5.68663073 .007978 .034805 .024821 .633980 1.841945480.00 .622744858 22.758720398 100.00 39.95743179 5.68663073 .007841 .033699 .024115 .637558 1.845157500.00 .623306632 25.000097275 100.00 44.09871674 5.68663073 .00709 .032660 .023428 .641041 1.848452
11111 OVEUALL CONVI1tSIU4 RATIO IS 1.82376087



Tablo VIII (Goat.)

*INI41T DATA

REARING PERIOD: 500.0 DA 11UB STEP: 10.00 DA

AT 11= 0.00 Cl- .425921351 1111P1= -0.277045101
T2- 250.00 C2= .530326068 1118'2= 5.701890469
13= 500.00 C3= .610858619 TU8'3= 8.937319756

U41T1AL WET %EMT: .82 GM

WEJORT((14) SOIVIV CUM 1000 IIIMP(C) BRAINY RMAI R oppr F/W
20.00 .435152262 .890982926 100.00 .13823386 1.99999917 .009159 .038329 .021918 .644025 1.94628340.00 .444230348 .967289925 100.00 .28653201 1.99999917 .009025 .037293 .021649 .647093 1.94238960.00 .453155637 1.049184918 100.00 .44545272 1.99999917 .008893 .036297 .021378 .650137 1.93981880.00 .461928159 1.136984825100.00 .61556953 1.99999917 .008766 .035337 .021107 .653157 1.936848100.00 .470547944 1.239358544 100.00 .81106591 2.44375014 .009087 .039264 .023309 .636278 1.894968120.00 .479014903 1.372520447 100.00 1.05889583 2.93523359 .009445 .045183 .026631 .612076 1.852429140.00 .487329066 1.540863752 100.00 1.36725712 3.40915895 .009773 .050037 .029508 .396307 1.826289160.00 .495490432 1.750008106 100.00 1.74649656 3.86552596 .010072 .053944 .031969 .585985 1.809791180.00 .503499031 2.006920815 100.00 2.20930028 4.30433464 .010340 .057015 .034043 .579401 1.799163200.00 .511354923 2.319952011 100.00 2.77090931 4.72558355 .010578 .059352 .035760 .575499 1.792717220.00 .519057989 2.699047565 100.00 3.44938302 5.12927580 .010788 .061047 .037151 .573582 1.788965240.00 .526608229 3.155804634 100.00 4.26585722 5.51540804 .010969 .062186 .038243 .573175 1.187257250.00 .530326068 3.417413712 100.00 4.73335171 5.70189142 .011049 .062570 .038690 .573432 1.786996260.00 .534005702 3.703594685 100.00 5.24479628 5.88398409 .011123 .062843 .039071 .573947 1.787136280.00 .541250467 4.357733727 100.00 6.41426706 6.23499966 .011251 .063088 .039656 .575642 1.788124300.00 .548342347 5.135525227 100,00 7.80611897 6.56845713 .011355 .062980 .040026 .578081 1.789922320.00 .555281520 6.056408882 100.00 9.45620441 6.88435650 .011434 .062572 .040203 .581115 1.792518340.00 .562067866 7.141962051 100.00 11.40446854 7.18269777 .011491 .061914 .040210 .5846281.795465360.00 .568701446 8.415816107 100.00 13.69504738 7.46347004 .011526 .061047 .040069 .588528 1.799183380.00 .575182259 9.903577805 100.00 16.37616539 7.72670317 .011540 .060008 .039798 .592735 1.803032400.00 .581510246 11.633173943 100.00 19.50004959 7.97236967 .011535 .058830 .039414 .597185 1.807094420.00 .587685466 13.634243011 100.00 23.12274361 8.20047569 .011511 .057540 .038932 .601819 1.811442440.00 .593707979 15.938183784 100.00 27.30375481 8.41102600 .011468 .056165 .038368 .606590 1.815793460.00 .599577606 18.577777863 100,00 32.10565186 8.60401440 .011404 .054723 .037733 .611455 1.820296480.00 .605294466 21.586856842 100.00 37.59343719 8.77944756 .011333 .053234 .037039 .616374 1.824810500.00 .610858619 25.000221252 100.00 43.83398437 8.93731880 .011242 .051712 .03629S .621314 1.829348

111B OVIAALL CONVERSIU4 RATIO IS 1.81280327
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Figure 18 : Optimal temperature regimes for 180 and 500day rearing
periods. Regimes are for a 25g target weight with no mortalities.
Temperature is constrained to be no less than 2.0°C. Constant
temperature lines are for corresponding constant temperature
optimizations.
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Figure 19 : Comparison of for optimal temperatureoet(t) and a(t)regimes 130day rearing peeiods. Curves (a) are for the constant
temperature (13.106°C) regime, curves (b) are for the parabolic
regime. All curves are for the 25g target weight with no mortalities.
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Figure 20 : Comparison of covt(t) and c(t)regimes 500day rearing periods. Curves
temperature (5.686°C) regime, curves (b) are
All curves are for 25g target weight with no
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period, temperature began at the imposed minimum, 2.0 °C, then began

to increase after SO days.

Since c(t) was not significantly closer to corresponding values

of copt for optimizations with a parabolic T(t), further analysis was

necessary to interpret the results. Figures (21) and (22) show

conversion and feeding rates as functions of time for both parabolic

and constant.T(t) for both the short and long periods. From these

figures it is clear that the optimization procedure adjusts

temperature and feeding rates so that conversion rata is minimized at

the section of the rearing period where the greatest weight increase,

and thus the greatest food consumption, is taking place. One may

refer to tables IV through VII to see just how much difference in food

consumption can occur by optimdzation.

For the rearing period which resulted in the lower optimal

temperatures, ie. the longer period, optimization results in a reduced

growth rate at the beginning of the rearing period by reducing

temperature and feeding rata early in the rearing period. For

shorter, higher temperature rearing periods, the opposite is true

growth rate was accelerated at the beginning of the rearing period.

The parabolic temperature regime improved food conversion efficiency

much more for the long period than for the short period. Perhaps if

cost of heat were to be minimized, the shorter period would have

benefitted more because results of the optimization suggest that

heating at the beginning, where flows are low, is most beneficial for

the short period. (This, of course, presumes that the fish can
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Figure 21 : Comparison of food conversion rates for optimal parabolic
and constant temperature regimes for 180 and 500day rearing periods.
All curves are for 25g target weight with no mortalities.
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Figure 22 : Comparison of optimal feeding rates for constant and
parabolic temperature regimes for 180- and 500-dap rearing periods.
All curves are for 25g target weight with no mortalities.
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tolerate the higher temperatures suggested without disease or other

problems.)

Clearest evidence of the difference in strategies of feeding

required for the normal and accelerated feeding schedules as suggested

by the optimization is shown on figure (23) which is a plot of feeding

rate expressed as % body weight per day (this is 100 x R). This

indicator of feeding rate, which is commonly used by hatchery

operators, is markedly higher for the shorter period, especially at

the beginning of feeding.

Summary cad Conclusions

In this chapter an optimization method is developed that

minimizes feeding requirmnent for Coho salmon based on a mathematical

model of growth which has, as independent variables, feeding rate and

temperature. The method assumes feeding schedules to be parabolic

functions of time, then systematically hunts for coefficients of the

parabola that will minimize total food consumption while at the same

time allowing the fish to grow to a desired weight within. a orescribed

rearing period. A modification of this program assumes temperature is

constant for the rearing period but converges on an optimal value

while simultaneously optimizing the feeding schedule. A further

modification assumes the temperature to be a parabolic function of

time. Convergence is on both feeding schedule and temperature regime.

A sensitivity study is performed on the model for two rearing periods,

180 and 500 days. A numerical method is derived to obtain optimum

instantaneous feeding rates for given weights and temperatures.
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Figure 23 : Comparison of feeding rates as %body weight per day for
constant and parabolic temperature regimes for 180- and 500-day
rearing periods. All curves are for 25g target weights with no
mortalities.
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Conclusions can be summarized by the following 'rules' for salmon

growth:

1) For a given rearing period and feasible target weight, a constant

rearing temperature regime can be found which results in the

lowest total food consumption for constant temperature regimes;

2) For a given rearing period and practical temperature regime, a

target weight exists which minimizes overall food conversion rate

(ie. is most efficient);

3) For a given temperature and rearing period, and a target weight

above a critical weight, an optimal feeding schedule, as defined

by the feeding parameter c(t) ( Clain < c(t) < 1.0 ), will begin

at a high level and gradually decline (increasing slightly during

the latter part of the period if the target weight is close to

the critical target weight); when below the critical target

weight, c(t) will begin at a relatively low level and gradually

increase throughout the period.:

4) In general, just because all points on a feeding schedule are

optimum instantaneous feeding rates for each weight and

temperature encountered, it is not guaranteed that total food

consumption will be minimized. Other temperatures for the same

target weight and rearing period may improve overall conversion

efficiency even though fewer points on the curve may coincide

with optimum instantaneous feeding rates;

5) Optimal c(t) schedules tend to sacrifice efficiency at early

stages of growth where food consumption is low so that food
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conversion rates will be good at the end of the rearing period

where greatest weight gain occurs. For most optimizations, c(t)

has values close to the optimum instantaneous values ( opt)

during the final quarter of the growth period;

6) Food conversion rates and shape of feeding schedules for long

rearing priods are less sensitive to changes of target weight and

rearing period temperature regime than accelerated growth

periods;

7) Even high mortalities have little effect on the shape of feeding

schedules though the method suggests postponing feeding to

slightly later when high mortality is anticipated;

8) Lower allowable minimum feeding rates (if practical) will improve

conversion rates for feeding schedules where low initial feeding

rates are arrived at by optimization;

9) For a given rearing period and target weight, with temperatures

below the optimal temperature, food consumption increases

rapidly compared with the optimal; above the optimal temperature

food consumption increases slowly;

10) For a given rearing period and temperature, with target weights

above the optimal target weight, food consumption increases

rapidly compared to the optimal; below the optimal target weight

food consumption increases slowly;

11) For optimized parabolic temperatare schedules with the 25g target

weight, short rearing periods have high initial temperatures,

decreasing gradually; long periods have low initial temperatures,
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increasing gradually throughout the period; and

12) With the 25g target weight, short rearing periods profitted

little from imposing a parabolic temperature schedule rather than

an optimized constant temperature, long rearing periods gained

much more.

Caveat

It should be emphasized that this theoretical study is intended

to improve the understanding of the consequences of feeding schedules.

The inclusion of so many decimal places of accuracy in the computed

data is only done for comparative purposes. Stochastic variations in

growth and imprecision of measurement of such factors as flow and

numbers of fish would make any attempt to follow such schedules to the

last decimal place hopelessly naive. Furthermore, there is no

guarantee that following some of the schedules would not have

practical drawbacks such as increasing the likelihood of diseases or

increasing the diversity of fish sizes. Though the model is based on

a wellproven feeding chart, the suggested feeding schedules, like all

computer determined results, must be tested in practice to see if the

suggested savings actually occur. It should also be noted that food

conversion rates will be considerably different for newer diets.

With the above reservations, it must be restated that the model

presented is very flexible and thus can be easily altered to handle

many kinds of constraints which may arise. Furthermore, it can be

modified to minimize cost rather than food consumption opening the way
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to a comparison of the cost of heat and food with the cost of capital.
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IV. Discussion and Conclusions

The work presented in this dissertation can assist

aquaculturalists in a number of ways, some of which have already been

discussed. In general, the model can be used for hatcheries and

aquacultural facilities to aid in

1) Developing a rational design procedure,

2) Optimizing plant operations to minimize food consumption and

other costs of operations,

3) Monitoring day to day operations to help keep track of such

things as amount of fish present and food consumed, and to

accelerate detection of problems,

4) Aiding management decisions of a longterm nature, such as

determining the number of fish to be grown, the number of new

fish hatcheries needed, etc, and

5) Guiding laboratory research seeking to determine answers to more

fundamental questions about growth of salmon and other fish and

aquatic animals.

Item 2), optimization of feeding schedules, has been discussed at

length in Chapter III. Item 3), monitoring day to day operations,

can be accomplished by running the growth model on site using current

values of feeding rates and temperature data to predict what the

weight should be on a particular day. These predictions can then be

compared to actual weight data. If measurements differ substantially

from predictions, it can be deduced that either the measurements are

incorrect or there is a problem with the fish. This kind of
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application of a model (which is used in most industries), is being

practiced by Ore Aqua, where Stauffer's original model is used

(personal communication with Bill McNeal).

Item 4), using the models for longterm decision making, is best

accomplished in conjunction with a stochastic releaserecapture model.

The growth model can be expanded to include plant site physical

characteristics, ie. flow rates, sizes of raceways, etc, as well as

oxygen consumption and waste water characteristics with feeding rates

scheduled by the optimization model. Given these modifications,

profits and costs can be predicted. Such an economic forecasting

model would be a powerful decisionmaking tool, especially when aided

by a releaseiecapture model.

The models can be used for a number of research purposes

(application 5)). Since the growth model is a function of temperature

and feeding rate, feeding experiments can be designed in which fish

are not grown at close to maximal growth rate as most experiments are

performed nowadays. For example, the parameter c may be held constant

at same low or intermediate value during an experiment. The effects of

reduced feeding rates on weight variability, or any other

desired characteristic, can thus be studied better. Experiments can

be designed that yield data allowing better calibration of the growth

model at the extremes of the temperature and feeding scales. Other

experiments can determine if feeding schedules predicted by the

optimization model really do lead to improved food conversions. In

general, many of today's experiments which seem to consist of feeding,
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taking data, and plotting numbers can be brought into a firmer

theoretical framework.

Application 1), the development of a rational design procedure,

is of great importance to the aquacaltural engineer. An outline of a

possible procedure that combines the growth model with results from

the optimization is presented in the following subsection.

Design Procedure

A design procedure can be devised based on equations for growth,

equation (25), food consumption rats, (17), total food consumption,

(26), and optimal instantaneous consumption rate, (33). Only a

skeleton procedure will be presented since details are beyond the

scope of this thesis.

The procedure can be divided into two parts:

1) Sizing the raceway based on the number of fish that can be grown

with the flow available on the day of peak requirement (release

day) and

2) Determination of total operation costs based on total food and

flow requirements.

To size the raceway, c at release day must be determined. The

larger the value of c, the greater the food required at any given

weight and temperature. Since oxygen consumption, and hence flow

requirement, depend on feeding rate, if a maximum flow rate is

specified, feeding rate determines how many fish can be grown. c at

the end of the rearing period is larger for optimized feeding

schedules than for constant c schedules, thus for a given maximum
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feeding rate, an optimized c schedule will provide a more conservative

estimate of the number of fish that can be grown. Thus it is

probably better for design purposes.

Because optimizations presented in this paper yield best results

with a c at release day closely approximated by Copt predicted by

iteration of equation (33), can be used to estimate final c.

With this value of c, and estimated values of temperature and weight

at release day, equation (17) can be used to calculate feeding rate

per fish on release day. Since oxygen requirement is shown to be

proportional to feeding requirement (Willoughby et al, 1972), oxygen

requirement per fish can be calculated. Given quantity of water, and

hence oxygen, available for release day conditions, the number of fish

which can be grown can be calculated. Using whatever estimation of

rearing density is desired, raceways or circular tanks can then be

sized.

To compute total rearing period requirements, it may be desirable

to overestimate feeding and oxygen utilization. As a first

approximation, average temperature for the rearing period can be used

and a constant c assumed. Equation (25) can be solved for the feeding

rate c which corresponds to the desired target release weight for the

chosen rearing period length. Using this value of c, equation (26)

can be evaluated and the result multiplied by the number of fish being

raised to give total food requirement from which total oxygen demand

and thus flow can be estimated. Operating costs can then be

estimated.
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Alternatively, a less conservative estimate of feeding rates and

oxygen consumption can be obtained by using the optimization model to

estimate total food requirements as well as feeding and oxygen

requirements on the final day. This would thus represent a lower

limit. If both approaches are taken, a lower and upper limit to

feeding rates and oxygen consumption can be established.

Variability of Growth Bates

One of the limitations of the models presented is that natural

variability of the fish growth rates is not taken into account. Only

a mean size is predicted by the growth model. For a given feeding

schedule with a particular diet, a batch of fish will have a

population consisting of a range of sizes at release day. It can be

assumed that the statistical distribution of sizes will depend on the

feeding schedule, even if mean weight at release is the same. The

greater the stress of any kind, the greater will be the range of

sizes, Batches having the same feeding schedule with the same ambient

temperature regime may have different mean weights at release date.

Furthermore, for a given feeding schedule with a particular feed

formulation, overall food conversion efficiency will depend on the

batch.

External factors can also affect growth rates. Ambient

temperature regimes cannot be known with certainty in advance, so the

original feeding schedule may have to be altered if unseasonable

weather occurs so that the fish can achieve the desired target weight.
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Furthermore, the quantity of food available to each fish will depend

on the hatchery manager's estimate of the fish population.

Quantifying the variability in sizes at release date is easy to

do for a particular batch. In recent studies by the Oregon

Department of Fish and Wildlife, fish sizes were measured. In a

hatchery biology study (Lorz, et al, 1981), fish were grown at two

hatcheries, Big Creek and Cascade. At Big Creek, the target weight

was 24g., with the fish actually achieving an average of 23.9g. for

those sampled. At Cascade, the target weight was 26.5g, with the fish

actually achieving an average of 25.8g. The standard deviation of

weights at release for the overall population at both hatcheries was

on the order of 20% of the mean. for the nearly 4,000 sampled. In a

hatchery practices study (Birks, at al., 1981), a genetics study was

made of fish grown at the Big Creek hatchery. The fish were

programmed to achieve a 25g target weight. The fish were sampled

about a month before release and were found to have a standard

deviation of about 21% of mean weight. Hence, at least for the feed

programming method used by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife,

the size variation appears to have a standard deviation of about 20%

of the mean weight at close to release time.

It is much more difficult to estimate how much the mean weights

of different batches will differ from the target weight for a given

feeding schedule and ambient temperature regime. This is because

feeding schedules are usually readjusted a few months before release.

The above hatchery biology study does give some indication of how well
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a group of fish can be programmed using the current Oregon practice.

For the last few months of the rearing period, the fish were given

monthly weight checks and, if not on schedule, reprogrammed. At the

Big Creek hatchery, the result was six batches of fish with an overall

mean only 0.1g less than the target weight and the standard deviation

of the means being only 2.1% of the release weight. For the Cascade

hatchery, the target weight was overshot by 0.3g. The standard.

deviation of the means of these six batches was 1.9% of the release

weight.

As of this writing, I have not yet found satisfactory data to

quantify the variability of food conversion rates over the full

rearing period in the hatchery environment. Feeding rates were not

carefully kept track of for the above experiments.

Seawater and Conclusions

In this thesis a growth model has been presented which predicts

the mean size of coho salmon as a function of temperature, feeding

rate, and time. This growth model has been calibrated to data

obtained by B.A. Leith in an experiment conducted in 1964. This

growth model has then been applied to solve one of the greatest needs

of hatchery managers: how to program feeding schedules of fish to

achieve a desired weight at a specified release date while at the same

time minimizing the cost of food for the full rearing period. The

optimization model has also been extended to search for temperature

regimes which further reduce food requirement.
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For temperatures commonly encountered in nonheated hatcheries

with eighteen month rearing periods, the optimization model predicts

that feeding level, as measured by the parameter c, should be

relatively low at the beginning, then increase as the fish grow. For

six month rearing periods, which, of necessity, are at a higher

temperature, higher feeding levels at the beginning gave more

efficient use of food. It was discovered that whether feeding

schedule or both feeding schedule and temperature regime were

optimized upon, the optimization model determined feeding rates so

that the fish would be growing most efficiently daring the portion of

the growth period when they were putting on the most weight, ie. at

the end of the rearing period. Efficiency at the beginning of the

rearing period, where food consumption is least, was sacrificed. This

is contrary the practice of many hatcheries where the hatchery manager

bases his feeding schedules on past experience. In this situation, a

manager often must make major adjustments to the feeding regime late

in the growth period to achieve the desired target weight of fish,

because he cannot foresee sufficiently in advance the consequences of

his feeding regimes. Drastic adjustments, requiring either high or

low feeding rates late in the rearing period, are not likely to result

in efficient feeding regimes. The necessity of making such drastic

adjustments at the end of the rearing period is somewhat alleviated by

the method of programming feeding schedules used for some of the

Oregon hatcheries. Programming occurs at a central location (insuring

a consistent method) using feeding charts. In effect, the method is
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roughly equivalent to holding the nondimensionalized feeding level c

constant. The model presented in this research suggests that an

optimal schedule might reduce total food consumption for even these

'programmed' hatchery schedules by as much as five percent.

Much remains to be done before the optimization model can be

practically applied to programming feeding rates. The growth model

mast be calibrated for use with currently used ration formulations and

tests must be performed to see if the predicted feeding schedules will

actually result in the predicted savings. It must also be determined

if low initial feeding rates (for eighteen month rearing periods) have

adverse effects on the variability of fish sizes. If low feeding

levels do have deleterious effects; the minimum value of the feeding

parameter c need only be reset to a higher value.

In conclusion, the work presented La this thesis is directed at

developing a rational approach to design and operation of fish

hatcheries. The data base appears now to be adequate to calibrate

satisfactorily quantitative models of fish growth for the relatively

controlled environment which exists in fish hatcheries.
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Appendix A:Experimental Methods and Materials
by David Leith

Data used to calibrate the model were obtained from six ex

periments performed on coho salmon (Oncorhvnchus kisutcb) fingerlings

at the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) Sandy Field

Laboratory in Sandy,Oregon during 1963 and 1964. Effects of feed

intake, fish size and water temperature on growth rates were studied.

The Oregon Pellet diet (Table I) was used in all tests. Feed was

obtained periodically from the ODFW Sandy Salmon Hatchery, Sandy,

Oregon, where it was stored at approximately 23°C, until thawed

shortly before feeding. Fish in the first two experiments were fed

1.6mm diameter pellets; 3.2mm diameter particles were used in all

other experiments.

Food intake was controlled by adjusting the number of feeding

days per week; either seven, six, five, four, three, or two days. For

reduced numbers of days, feedings were distributed throughout the test

period in a systematic manner. Table II shows the assignment of

feeding days during a typiAl weekly period for the six different

experiments. Food was presented twice a day at 4 to 5hour intervals

during midmorning and midafternoon. Pellets were offered until the

fish were judged satiated. In almost all instances this occurred

within two minutes. None of the fish were fed for longer than three

minutes.

Limited facilities precluded studying all feeding frequencies

simultaneously, therefore different frequencies were studied on an

alternating basis (Table III). In one test, duplicate lots of fish of
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a particular size would be fed seven, five, and three days per week at

three test temperatures. The following experiment would utilize a

different group of fish in the same size range but compare the effects

of feeding six, four, and two days per week at the same three water

temperatures. Subsequent tests used a similiar alternation of test

frequencies for the standard test temperatures bat with differing fish

sizes.

Test animals were obtained randomly from production scale groups

of the 1962brood juveniles at the ODFW Sandy Salmon Hatchery. The

fish were held in 1.8meter diameter circular tanks (46 cm deep)

supplied with 9.0 11.7 °C spring water for two weeks or more before

use in feeding experiments. During this time they were fed Oregon

Pellets ad libitum' three to seven days per week, one or two times per

day, depending on fish size.

Fish for each experiment were placed is controlled temperature

rearing facilities consisting of eighteen 24.6liter glass aquaria

located indoors and acclimated for one week using spring water of

normal temperature (9.0 11.7 °C) at a rate of 0.32 liters/mi

nute/aquarium. Following acclimation the fish were graded into 10

15mm size intervals and individuals from the size range of interest

were randomly distributed in eighteen aquaria arranged in banks of six

units each. To avoid low oxygen concentrations in the rearing

environment, no more than 350 400 grams of fish were held in each

aquarium. The numbers of fish used per lot are summarized in Table

IV. Checks of dissolved oxygen concentrations in representative
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aquaria during experiments revealed that oxygen levels did not fall

below 80% of saturation. Natural daylight entering the laboratory

windows was supplemented by artificial light from incandescent lamps

during working hours from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

Temperatures for all six experiments were set at 4.4, 10.0, and

15.6 °C, which the system maintained with a precision of ±0.6 °C. The

three temperatures were randomly assigned to the three banks of

aquaria and adjusted from the acclimation temperature (9.0 11.0 °C)

to desired values over a period of eight hours. Feeding frequency

treatments were randomly assigned to duplicate lots of fish in each

temperature environment and test feeding began 24 hours following

final temperature adjustments. Each experiment lasted from two to

three weeks.

Each lot of fish was weighed and all fish were measured to the

nearest millimeter (fork length) at weekly intervals. The quantity of

food consumed by each lot of fish was recorded daily. Proximate

analyses (Horwitz, 1960) were conducted on food used in each experi

ment. About 100 grams of whole fish was sampled from fish taken at

the beginning and end of experiments.
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Table A.I. Composition (%) of Oregon Pellets used during feeding
frequency experiments with echo salmon, 1963-64.

Component Amount
(%)

Cottonseed meal 23.00
Herring meal 21.00
Tuna viscera 1/ 20.00
Turbot,pasteurized salmon viscera,or dogfish 2/ 20.00
Crab or shrimp solubles 6.00

Wheat germ meal 3.60

Distillers dried solubles 2.40

Vitamin premix 3/ 1.50

Corn oil 1.80

Choline chloride (70%) 0.65

Tenox IV 4/ 0.05

TOTAL 100.00

1/ Thunnus alalunaa
2/ Twenty per cent of either turbot (Atheresthes stomias),

pasteurized salmon viscera (Oncorhvnchus 12) or dogfish
(Scualus acanthis); or a mixture of these three ingredients
to make 20% of the diet.

3/ Vitamin premix composition:

Component Guaranteed potency,USP
Vitamin (mgs/pound)

Ascorbic acid 23,586.7
Biotin 15.7

Vitamin B12 1.6

d alpha tocopheryl acetate 9,827.8

d calcium pantothenate 2,830.4

Folic acid 188.7

Inositol 49,138.9
Menadione sodium bisulfate 157.3

Paraaminobenzoic acid 5,031.8
Pyridoxide hydrochloride 471.7

Riboflavin 1,415.2
Thiamin hydrochloride 629.0

4/ 20% butylated hydroxyanisole, 20% butylated hydroxytoluene,60% corn
oil.
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Table A.II. Distribution of feeding days (denoted by I) within a
typical sample during feeding frequency experiments with cola salmon,
1963-64.

Day no. Tests 1A and 1B Tests 2A and 2B Tests 3A and 3B
*Feeding Frequencies Feeding Frequencies Feeding Frequencies

7 6 5 4 3 2 7 6 5 4 3 2 7 6 5 4 3 2

Weighday
1 X X X X X X X X X X X
2 X X X X X X X I I X X I I
3 X X X X X X X X
4 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
5 X X X X X I X X I
6 X X I X X X X X X X X I
7 X I I X X X I X X X X X X

* Number of days/week

Table A.III. Description of feeding frequency experiments with cola
salmon, 1963-1964.

Test
Number

Fish Size Range
Dates (mm fork length)

Feeding Frequency
(No.days/week)

Fish/rep.
(No.)

IA 6/18 - 7/3/63 50-75 7, 5, 3 65
1B 7/18 - 8/2/63 50-75 6, 4, 2 62-65
2A 9/11 - 9/26/63 90-105 7, 5, 3 35-36
2B 10/9 - 10/24/63 90-105 6, 4, 2 29-31
3A 11/26- 12/20/63 120-140 7, 5, 3 12-14
3B 12/31/63 - 1/24/64 120-140 6, 4, 2 15
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Appendix Bt The Method of Conjugate Directions

A number of different methods are available to determine the

minimum or maximum of a function of one or more independent variables.

One method which has proved very satisfactory for functions of up to

about twenty variables is the method of conjugate directions (Powell,

1964). Since derivatives are not explicitly required for this method,

it can be used successfully when derivatives are difficult or

impossible to obtain analytically.

The conjugate directions method is an improvement of the well

known method of minimizing a function of several variables by

adjusting one variable at a time. This older method has a major

failing if one holds all but one independent variable constant, the

value of the remaining independent variable that will minimize the

function will depend on values of the variables held constant.

Each subsequent minimization along a new coordinate direction will

alter the locations of minima in the other coordinate directions.

Thus to obtain the overall minimum by iteratively minimizing the

function in each of the coordinate directions in turn will require

much computation. A method is needed which determines directions such

that each succeeding minimization along a new direction does not

affect the locations of previously obtained minima. Such a method

would reach the minimum in a steps, where a is the number of

independent variables.

Unfortunately, such 'conjugate' directions cannot, in general, be

found. However, most multidimensional surfaces can be locally
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approximated by multidimensional quadratic functions. Conjugate

directions can be found for multidimensional quadratic surfaces. The

procedure can be repeated until the minimum is found to a desired

accuracy.

To derive the method, one begins with the general form of the

multidimensional quadratic surface,

f(x) = lAxx bx C, (1)

where A is a matrix of coefficients, b is a vector of coefficients,

and c is a scalar constant. These constants transform a vector of

independent variables

into a a scalar objective f(x) which is to be minimized. For the

conjugate directions method, A, b, and c are never actually

determined, only the mathematical properties of this vector space are

used. It will be shown that

a) If directions u1, u2,.., um, can be chosen such that

= 0 for i # j, and
An.n. # 0 for i = j,

the directions are mutually conjugate.

b) Directions can be found which have these characteristics for

function (1).

Theorem I:

If two directions al and a2 satisfy the conditions of a), ie.

Au1 u2 = 0 and Anil]. and Au2n, 0, the location of the minimum

obtained by varying z along a direction u1 will not be affected by

subsequent minimumization along a direction u2 for a function of the
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form of equation 00.

Proof:

For a point xi and direction u1, function (1) can be converted to

a scalar function f(ii + Xlui), where Xi is a scalar multiple of

direction vector ni The derivative of this scalar function with

respect to )../. (this is called a directional derivative) can be easily

obtained by the chain rule

df(ri xi%)

dtl
=

For function (1), f'(z) = Az + b, which is a vector. Therefore

f'(x1 11'11)-21 = (A(xl Xlul) b)11'

At a minimum along direction vector ul, this quantity will equal zero.

Letting 1.1 = XI at the minimum,

fr(xl X111).111 = (1(xl + 4111) + bl"m1 = 0

Minimizing in the direction u2, beginning at the point

we obtain

or,

di(q + k2c2)
P(zI + ).2n2) = 0

d12

if X/ = Al at the minimum,

P(11 + X;u2)112 = (A(4 4E12) + b)'n2 = 0.

Since

or

xi " xi xlui,
(A(a 1141 x142) + b)12 =0

A(ri 1,;u2) u2 + %1Au1u2 b'u2 = 0

Since Anin2 is defined to be 0, it can be concluded that
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Air1 + 2;u2)u2 + = 0

which is the same conclusion that would have been obtained had we

began by minimizing along u2. Thus minimizing along .1 does not

affect the location of the minimum along u2 and the directions are

'conjugate'.

Clearly the same argument can be applied to directions in an =

dimensional space. If the surface is quadratic, minimization along

each of the linearly independent, conjugate directions will determine

the global minimum in n steps.

One method of obtaining a set of conjugate directions without

finding derivatives explicitly is based on the folowing theorem:

Theorem II:

If x; is a minimum point in an Adimensional space obtained by

minimizing along a direction it, and zl is a different minimum obtained

along the same direction but beginning at a different point on the

surface, the vector zi r; is conjugate to a provided the surface has

the shape of equation (1).

Proof:

Since

fin) v, + b.1 + 0. (1)

f'(r) = Ar + b.

This function has a directional derivative, for initial points xi,

df(xi + lie)

11%,

at a minimum, where

O
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Xi = X. )in.

Thus starting at ro gives a minimum at xo, when X0 = X0 at the minimum

and starting at xi gives a minimum xi when X/ = Xi at the minimum.

Therefore, two equations can be written at these minima,

A(r5 + b)u = 0

A(xt + b)tv. = 0

Subtracting these equations gives

A(rt 4)-n = 0.

By the definition given of conjagacy, the vector (IZ x0) will be

conjugate to mt. /010

This theorem allows us to construct a direction conjugate to any

arbitrarily chosen direction in an ndimensional quadratic vector

space.

In the above discussion, two topics have not been covered:

(1) Bow the location of the minimum is actually determined once a

direction is chosen, and

(2) Row an algorithm is actually devised to implement the conjugate

directions method.

Topic CO is not really a part of the conjugate directions method

since this method only determines the directions along which to

minimize. This topic is a part of single variable optimization where

the variable to be optimized is the scalar multiple X of one of the

conjugate directions vectors u.

Single variable optimization methods fall into two categories:

(a) The function f(X) is approximated by a known function which can
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be analyzed to find a minimum. Usually the approximating

function is a polynomial of law degree. These methods are known

as approximation methods, and

(b) The size of the interval which contains the minimum is reduced by

evaluation of the function f at suitable search points. Although

several techniques for locating these points are available, they

are all basically similiar. Such techniques are known as search

methods.

Approximation methods can only be applied to continuously

differentiable functions, while search methods can be applied to any

mnimodal function.

One of the most commonly used methods is the Coggins method

(Coggins, 1964) which combines a search method with an approximation

method. In this method an iteration of the Davies, Swann, and Campey

method is used to bracket the minimum, followed by successive

quadratic approximations from three unequally spaced points provided

by the predicted minimum at the previous iteration and the two best of

the three points Xi, and used to predict it.
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Appendix C: Definition of Terms

Units

a = A constant in the general differential equation
form of the equation for fl(B)

al, a2, a3, a4
= Constants associated with the temperature

adjustment function f2(T)

b A constant associated with the fish growth
equation

B A parameter optimized upon so that a fish will
achieve the proper size on release day

c(t) A nondimensionnlized feeding level where

c = 1 at maximum ration
= 0 at maintenance ration

c2, c2, c3
= seeding levels corresponding to tl, t2, t3, the

beginning, middle, and end of the rearing period

cmin = The minimum acceptable feeding level (set by
user)

opt = The feeding level corresponding to the
theoretical optimum instantaneous feeding level
for a given weight and temperature

F Fcl' 2' 3
= Constants introduced for optimization

d A constant in the growth equation associated
with the dependency of growth on feeding level

of = A net food utilization efficiency factor which
has a values which depends on temperature, food
uptake rate, and current weight of fish

E Total rate of energy used for metabolism

fmaint = Temperature dependency function occurring in
Rmaint

fi(R) = A function which alters the growth rata
equation to account for changes in feeding rate



f2 (T) = A function which accounts for temperature
dependency of growth rate and maximum feeding
rate

F(T) = A temperature adjustment factor suggested by
Stauffer for Rmax

F = Wet weight of food consumed by a single fish

F dF

dt
The food consumption rate in units of wet weight
per unit time

-Fmaant =

Fmax

F1
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Units

giday

The maintenance food consumption rate, which is g/day
the amount of food required to maintain the fish
at a particular weight for a given fish weight
and ambient water temperature

- The minimum feeding rate that will result in g/day
maximum growth rate

= A dummy variable of integration which replaces
fi

g2, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39
= Constants associated with growth rate and

feeding rata equations

G = Relative growth rata (growth rate divided by day-1

current weight)

= Maximum relative growth rate day-1Gmax

j, k, m
= Indices

k(T) A growth rate coefficient depending on
temperature originally occurring in the equation
for maximum growth rate

k(10) = k(T) evaluated at 100C

K = Mortality coefficient

L = Length of fish

The number of polymomials used to describe a

day-1
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Units

MCfish =

year of ambient water temperature data

The moisture content of the fish expressed as a
fraction

MCfood = The moisture content of the food expressed as a
fraction

n = The order of the polynomial used to describe
ambient water temperature data

N = Number of fish at time t

No = Number of fish present at time to

p = A constant in the general differential equation
form of the equation for f/(a)

= A conversion factor which converts wet weights
to dry weights for computing ration

Snk = Coefficients of polynomials describing ambient
temperature regimes

Q Rate of energy use derived from food

A dummy variable of integration which replaces R day

Ration, ie. growth rate, expressed in units of day"1
dry weight per unit time, divided by current
weight, expressed in units of dry weight

Rmaint = The quantity of ration corresponding to Fmaint day
1

?max The quantity of ration corresponding to Fman day
-1

S = Sum of squares of differences between actual and day

predicted relative growth rates

t Time day

to = Time at beginning of rearing period day

T = Ambient water temperature expressed in degrees °C
Centigrade

Tay = Ambient water temperature averaged for the fall oc



Tpav

rearing period

Average ambient water
rearing period fit by the

Variable introduced
growth equation

Wet weight of fish

dW
dt

temperature for the
regression polynomials

to simplify integrated

= Growth rate expressed in units of wet weight per
unit time

= Variable used for sabstitation in analytical
solution of feeding rate equation

zl. x2 = Variables used for substitutions in deri7iag
optimum instantaneous values of feeding level
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Units

0 c

g

g/day




